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On the Syntactic Structures of Unrestricted Grammars* 
I. Generative Grammars and Phrase Structure Grammars 
H. WILLIAM BUTTELMANN 
Department of Computer and Information Science, 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210 
Formal  definitions for the syntactic structures of unrestricted grammars are 
given. The  traditional forms for grammar  productions give rise to "generative 
grammars"  with "derivation structures"  (where productions have the form 
c~ --~ fl), and "phrase structure grammars"  with "phrase structures" (where 
product ions have the form A ~ B/lJ._v), two distinct notions of grammar  and 
syntactic structure which become indist inguishable in the context free case, 
where the structures are trees. Parallel theories are developed for both kinds of 
g rammar  and structure. We formalize the notion of structural  equivalence for 
derivations, extended to unrestr icted grammars,  and we prove that two deriva- 
tions are structural ly equivalent if and only if they have the same syntactic 
structure. Structural  equivalence is an equivalence relation over the derivations 
of a grammar,  and we give a s impler proof of a theorem by Griffiths that each 
equivalence class contains a r ightmost  derivation. We also give a proof for the 
uniqueness of  the r ightmost  derivation, following a study of some of the 
properties of syntactic structures. Next, we investigate the relationship between 
derivation structures and phrase structures and show that the two concepts are 
nonisomorphic.  There  is a natural correspondence b tween generative produc- 
tions and phrase structure productions, and, by extension, between the two 
kinds of g rammars  and between their derivations. But we show that the 
correspondence does not necessarily preserve structural  equivalence, in either 
direction. However, if the correspondence from the productions of a phrase 
structure grammar  to the productions of a generative grammar  is a bijection, 
then structural  equivalence on the generative derivations refines the image 
under  the correspondence of structural  equivalence on the phrase structure 
derivations. 
* Port ions of this paper appeared in the author 's  Ph.D.  dissertation and in a paper 
by the author in the Proceedings of the Th i rd  Annual  ACM Sympos ium on Theory  
of Comput ing.  
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INTRODUCTION 
For some time now we have recognized the importance of structure in 
language computation. Indeed, for some of us, language manipulation has 
come to be essentially a structure manipulatio n process. The set of strings 
which we have chosen to call a language constitutes only the perceptible, or 
frontier, part of a much larger and more intricately connected-- in the 
computational sense--set of what are loosely called information structures. 
At this point in the history of language science, we do not know much, in a 
formal sense, about these linguistic structures, but at least we suspect we can 
classify the linguistic information they represent into three areas: form 
(syntax), meaning (semantics), and usage context (pragmatics). In this paper, 
we shall restrict ourselves to the question of form--we will consider the formal 
nature of the syntactic structures of the languages in the now familiar 
Chomsky hierarchy. 
An ultimate purpose of formal language theory must be to provide a 
theoretical explanation of the nature of language understanding and language 
computing. Such an explanation will necessarily include a clear formal 
description of the nature of the notions of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. 
It  is my belief that a good formal semantics must be based on a clear picture 
of the formal nature of syntactic structure, and it is my hope that this paper 
will provide a basis for later work on the syntax and semantics of unrestricted 
languages. (More explicit suggestions about that may be found in my paper 
on semantics and translation for context free languages (Buttelmann, 1974).) 
For context free grammars, labeled trees have long been regarded as the 
"correct" syntactic structure, 1 and that notion is consistent with the theory 
in this paper. Throughout the paper, the reader is invited to verify that, for the 
context free case, the theory degenerates to the familiar tree theory. For  
context sensitive and unrestricted grammars, we shall see that there are two 
1 Of course, they should be: a cfg is simply a convenient representation fora theory 
of language which states that all syntactic units of the language are analyzable into 
contiguous immediate constituents, and that only a finite number of differently 
analyzed syntactic unit types exist. Each context free production A ~ B1B~ "'" B, ,  
is merely a shorthand representation forthe immediate constituent analysis 
A / / \  
B 1 B~ "'" B,~ 
The syntactic structures of such a theory are just the structures made up of finite 
combinations of the immediate constituent analyses, and these happen to be trees. 
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essentially different but closely related notions of syntactic structure (Sections 
3, 4, and 5). 
In Sections 6 and 7 (Part II, Buttelmann, 1975) we present a generalization 
of finite state acceptors for the structures of unrestricted grammars, following 
the theory of tree automata (Doner, 1965, and Thatcher and Wright, 1965; 
see also Thatcher, 1967, and Rounds, 1970). The acceptors form a hierarchy 
analogous to the Chomsky hierarchy of grammars, and it turns out that the 
type 2 acceptors are just the tree automata. 
We begin with some familiar definitions. Generally, they follow Chomsky 
(1957). 
1. GRAMMARS, DERIVATIONS, AND LANGUAGES 
It is worth noting that syntactic structures are primarily associated with 
grammars, not languages. A grammar assigns a syntax to its language; a 
language may have many syntaxes (because it may have many grammars)--  
a grammar cannot. The form of syntactic structure is a consequence of the 
form of grammars and the derivations they define. 
In the literature, two kinds of formal grammars appear, and, because of 
their structural consequences, we distinguish them in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 
below. We shall see that the structures of the second kind are always tree-like, 
and following linguistic usage, we call them "phrase structures"; the structures 
of the first kind of grammar are in general not tree-like. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A generative grammar (gg) is a 4-tuple G = (V, T, P, S), 
where 
V is a finite nonempty set, called the alphabet, 
T C V is a finite nonempty set of terminal symbols, 2 
S _C V is a finite nonempty set of axioms, and 
P is a finite nonempty subset of V + × V*, called the productions. 
Following tradition, we write ~ --+/3 for (a, ]3) in P. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A phrase structure grammar (psg) is a 4-tuple G 
(V, T, P, S), where 
V is a finite nonempty set, called the alphabet, 
2 Some writers do not distinguish the set T. We shall, for reasons set forth in 
Buttelmann, Pyster, and Reeker (1974). 
643/29/x-3 
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T _C V is a finite nonempty set of terminal symbols, 
S C V is a finite nonempty set of axioms, and 
P is a finite nonempty subset of V× V* × V* N V*, called the productions. 
We write A --+ ~/t*_v for (A, fi,/x, v) in P. 
Generative and phrase structure grammars differ only in the form of their 
productions. The Chomsky hierarchy for each kind defines the same hierarchy 
of languages. This follows from Def. 1.7 below. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Every gg is type 0 (unrestricted). In addition, a gg is: 
(1) type 1 (context sensitive, cs) iff V production c~ -+/3, I ~ [ ~ [/3 I, 
(2) type 2 (context free, cf) iff V production = ~/~,  I ~ [ = 1 ~< E/3 l, 
(3) type 3 (regular) iff every production has one of the following forms: 
A~aorA- -+aB,  where A ,B~(V- -  T) and aET .  
DEFINITION 1.4. Every psg is type 0 (unrestricted). In addition, a psg is: 
(1) type 1 (context sensitive, cs) iff V production A -~ fi/tz_v, I fl [ >~ 1, 
(2) type 2 (context free, cf) iff V production A --~ fi/tzj, t z = v = e, 3 
(3) type 3 (regular) iff every production has one of the following forms: 
A~a/e_EorA- -~aB/ee ,  where A ,B~(V- -  T) and a~T.  
Note that for context free and regular grammars, the distinction between 
generative and phrase structure grammars essentially disappears. 
The basis for assigning a syntactic structure to a string is the derivation, 
or generative "history," of the string. Thus, for derivations, we must at each 
step keep track of the derived string, the production used, and the position at 
which the production is applied. We shall consider two notations for deriva- 
tions. The first, a method for writing derivations, is designed to make them 
easy to follow and to fit in with current usage. The second is a notation for 
denoting derivations about which we wish to prove things. 
We shall write derivations as a 3 × n matrix. The first column is a list of 
productions, the second column is a list of location markers, and the third is 
the list of derived strings. For the first row, only the third column has an 
entry: the initial string. Each succeeding row thus records the production 
e is the empty string (the string having zero length). 
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applied (to the string in the previous row), the location where it was applied, 
and the new derived string. (See Example 1.1 below.) 
Our  formal definition for derivations, however, is somewhat different, to 
make the proofs easier to state. Derivations of gg's and psg's differ slightly 
because of the difference of the form of their productions. First we define a 
single step in a derivation, for gg's and then for psg's. Then  we give one 
definition for derivations themselves. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let G = (V, T, P, S) be a gg, let p = ~ --~ fi ~ P, and 
let 71, a, 7 ~ V*. Then  (p ,  ~7): a -~ 7 iff ~ c V* such that a = ~a~: and 
7 = ~.  
Similarly, let G = (V, T, P, S) be a psg, let p = A -+ ~/t~_v ~ P, and let 
~, a, 7 ~ V*. Then  (p ,  ~/): a -~ 7 iff 3~: ~ V* such that ~ = ,]lxdv~ and 
= ~vS~f. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let G be a (generative or phrase structure) grammar. 
Then  the set D(G) of derivations of G is the smallest subset of V* × 
(P × V*)* × V* satisfying: 
(o) <o, ~, ~) e D(G), 
(1) if @, d, p) ~ D(G) and if <p, @:  p -+ 7 
then @, d(p, @, 7) ~ D(G). 
For  @, d, 7) in D(G) we usually write d: a ~c  7, and the G is elided when 
no confusion can result. 
For d: (r ~ 7, note that d is a string in (P × V*)*. We define the length of 
d: a ~ 7 to be the length of d. If  there is a d such that d: ~ ~a 7, we write 
n n a ~a % where n ~ ] d [, and if there is an integer n such that a ~a r, we 
write (r *~a 7. Again, the G is elided when no confusion can result, and we 
usually elide the n when n = 1. I fD  1 = dl: a ~ p and D~ = d~: p ~ 7, then 
dfl2: a ~ 7 is a derivation, and we define the composition D1D 2 to be the 
derivation dfl2: a ~ 7. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let G = ({X, a, b, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}, {X ~ XX,  X ~ ab, 
X ~ cd}, {X}). Each of the 3 × 3 matrices in Fig. 1.1 represents a derivation 
+ cd  ab abed[  X + ab ~ abed]  
FIe. 1. Two derivations for XX ~*a abcd, Example 1.1. 
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XX *~ abcd. The part of the matrix which represents the derivation as given 
by Definition 1.6 is found inside the black outline. I f  the first derivation is 
d: a ~ r, then ~ = XX,  "r = abcd, and d = (X- -~ ab, ~) (X  ~ cd, ab). 
The definition for the language of a grammar is the usual one. Using a set 
of axioms, rather than requiring a single axiom, accomodates the automata 
introduced in Sections 6 and 7. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The language of a grammar G is the set of strings in T* 
derived from the axioms, i.e., the set 
L( G) = {a I a c T* and for some Z c S, Z *~ a}. 
For i = 0, 1, 2, 3, L(G) is type i if G is type i. 
2. STRUCTURALLY EQUIVALENT DERIVATIONS 
There is a sense in which derivations carry too much information: 
intuitively, we say two derivations are "structurally equivalent" if they differ 
only in the order of applications of productions which cannot ultimately 
interfere with each other. (The two derivations in Fig. 1.1 are structurally 
equivalent.) In this section, we formalize the concept of structural equivalence 
for both gg's and psg's. Structural equivalence is an equivalence relation over 
the set of derivations of a grammar, and we show that the rightmost (leftmost) 
derivations are convenient representatives of the equivalence classes. 
Our formalization of structural equivalence for gg's follows Chomsky (1956) 
and Griffiths (1967): intuitively, two derivations are structurally equivalent 
just in case they differ only in the order of application of productions whose 
left-hand sides 4 in derived strings do not overlap. Such applications of produc- 
tions can never interfere with each other, and can be thought of structurally 
as occurring simultaneously--or independently (in effect, as "parallel 
computations"). We apply the same concept o the derivations of psg's. 
The key to the concept of structural equivalence is the notion of an inter- 
change of productions. Suppose a = ~1~ and ~- = ~/fl1~/~2~: aretwo strings 
in V*, and suppose Pl = al ~ fll and P2 = a2 ~ fi2 are two productions 
The left-hand side of a generative production a -+ fi is the string ~; its right-hand 
side is the string/~. For phrase structure productions, A -+ fl/Iz_v, the left-hand side 
is A (not izAv) and the right-hand side is ft. 
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in P. Then there are (at least) two derivations for ~ ~ r, constructed as 
follows: 
D, = (P l ,  ~])(P2, ~fil~): a ~ r, and 
De = <P2, "qat~><Pl , r/>: ~ ~ r. 
In matrix form: 
D,: De:  
The difference between D 1 and D e is due entirely to the order of application 
of the productions. In D, the leftmost production is applied first; in D 2 , the 
rightmost. Starting with either D1 or D=, if we interchange the order of 
application of the productions, and alter the position notations accordingly, 
we get the other derivation. Definitions 2.1-2.4 formalize these concepts, 
first for derivations of length 2, then for all derivations. In what follows, 
De(G) denotes the set of all derivations of G having length 2. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be gg. The relation ~-~ on D2(G) is the set of all 
pairs (D1, D2) in De(G) X D=(GO satisfying the following property: 3 strings 
7, ~, ~:, %,  %,  il l, fi2 e V* such that 
(1) er = ~7%~%~ and r = ~7fi1~192~:, and 
(2)  D 1 = (0¢ 1 -----> J~l,  ~><°~2 + 192, .191g>: o- :::> T, and 
De = <~2 ~ 192, W,g><~,  -+ 19,, V>: ~ ~ " .  
Let G be a psg. The relation ~-~ on De(G) is the set of all pairs (D1,  De) 
in D2(G) × D2(G) satisfying the following property: ~ strings ~1, ~-, % ~, i l l ,  
/'1, ul, J92, >2, v= e V* and symbols A 1 , A 2 e V such that 
(1) a = "qtzlA g,l~A~v2~ = ~]#,A ffotx2A2v2~ , and 
r = r]lz1191vl~192v~,~ = r],u@lcpl.t2192v2~ , and 
(2) D, = <A~ -+ A/ l , lV l ,  ~) (A  2 --+ 19z/t,2v2, ~/,1191~o): a ~ r, and 
De = <A2 -+ fiJI*2-v~, "qtxlA,~o)(A, --* fil/l~l_v, , @: a ~ r. 
The reader should note that in the case of psg's it is permissible for the contexts 
v 1 and/z 2 to overlap; all that is required is that the nonterminals A, and A 2 
occupy different locations in the initial string. The relation ~ is used to 
define a similar relation ~'~R on derivations of arbitrary length. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. The relation ~'~R on D(G) is the set of all pairs (D 1 , D~) 
in D(G) × D(G) satisfying the property: 
3 derivations 
D', D", D 1' and D 2' in D(G) such that 
D 1 = D'DI'D" and 
D 2 -~ D'D2'D" and 
DI' ~ D~' 
DEFINITION 2.3 (Structural equivalence). The relation ~ on D(G) is 
defined to be the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of ~'~R •
Corresponding to the relations ~-~ and NR,  we also have the relations ~L  ~ 
and ~L  defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.4. The relation ~--~ on D2(G) is the inverse of the relation 
~- - i .e . ,  the set of all pairs (D1, D2) such that (D2, D1) c N~ , The relation 
~L  on D(G) is the inverse of the relation ~'~R on D(G). 
It follows from the definitions that if two derivations are structurally 
equivalent, they have the same first and last derived strings--i.e., if 
(dl: al ~ ~1' d2:a2 =~ r2) ~ ~'~.e or ~ ,  then a 1 = a~ and r 1 = r2- 
For D 1 ~-~ D~, the leftmost production is applied first in D1, and the 
rightmost production is applied first in D~. One may think of constructing 
D~ from DI by interchanging the order of application of the productions and 
altering the position markers accordingly. Such a construction is called a 
"right interchange." In an analogous way, for D 1 ~-o~ D~, one may think of 
constructing D~ from D 1 by a "left interchange." These notions are extended 
to derivations of arbitrary length by Definition 2.2, and to sequences of 
interchanges by Def. 2.3. But it turns out there are some derivations to which 
no right (left) interchanges are applicable. This property distinguishes the 
rightmost (leftmost) derivations. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A derivation D ~ G(D) is rightmost iff there is no 
derivation D' ~ D(G) such that D ~'~R D'. D is leftmost iffthere is no derivation 
D' e D(G) such that D ~L  D'. I f  D = d: a ~ r is rightmost (leftmost) then 
we also say that d is rightmost (leftmost). 
In the remainder of this section we show the existence of a leftmost and 
rightmost derivation in each equivalence class of N.  The uniqueness of 
leftmost and rightmost deviations is shown in the next two sections 
(Theorems 3.15 and 4.15). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let D 1 = DI 'D and D 2 = D2'D be two derivations. Then 
D 1' ~.~ D 2' ~ D 1 ~.~ D 2 . 
Proof. Obvious. If D e' can be constructed from D 1' by a sequence of 
interchanges, then D 2 can be constructed from D 1 by exactly the same 
sequence. | 
THEOREM 2.2. For every derivation D of a (generative or phrase structure) 
grammar, there is a rightmost (leftmost) derivation D R such that D ~-~ D R . 
Proof. We give the proof for rightmost derivations of gg's. The other 
proofs are analogous. The proof is by induction on the length n of D. 
base (n = 0). Then D = e: a ~ a, which is rightmost. 
induction. Let D = D'D", where the length of D' is n - -  1. Then by 
inductive hypothesis there is a rightmost derivation DR' such that D' ~ DR'. 
Define D m = DR'D". Then D (1) is a derivation and by Lemma 2.1, D ~-~ D (1). 
If  D (1) is rightmost, the theorem is proved. I f  not, then a right interchange is
applicable to D m, and since DR' is rightmost, the only place where the right 
interchange could be applicable is at the last two productions of Dm. That is, 
if D a) is not rightmost, then define: 
D~ ) = DR' = @1 -+ f i , ,  hi> "'" <%-,  --* f i~-l ,  %-1):  % ~ %-1 ,  
D~ ) = D" = <~n -+ 3~ , Vn>: ~n-1 = %, 
D~ ) = @1 ~ f i*,  ~h) "'" <%-2 --~/3~_~ , */n-2>: % => ~n-2 ,  
D(1) M <0dn--1 +/~n- -1  • 7~n--l><0dn + •n ,  7~>:  O'n_ 2 =:>- O" n . 
Note that D~ ), DCs 1}, and D~ ) are rightmost, and that D m n(~)na)  = ~R uS  = 
D(*)na) /~ ~M • So, it must be the case that D~ ) is not rightmost. Then, from Defs. 
2.5 and 2.1, there are strings ~-1 ,  ~:~-1 e V* such that 
~_2 = %_lan_l~n_la=~n_l , 
and 
D(1) = <an --> fin, %-~%-~n-1)<%-x + f in- l ,  %-,>:  a~_.z ~ %,  N 
and 
D(1) 2 r~(1) M f~ l JN  • 
Then define the derivation D (2) r)(1)r)a) = --H ~N • By Definition 2.2, D a) ~"~R D(=). 
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As before, if D (2) is rightmost, the theorem is proved. I f  not, then define: 
) 
D~) r~(i) 
D~ ) = <gl  - -~ f~ l ,  71> " '"  <O~n--3 ~ }~n--3 , 7]n--3>: (70 zz~ O-n_3 , 
D(~ = <~.-~ + Z .~,  V. ~><~. -~ ~. ,  W-~. -~ in  ~>: ".-~ ~ "~,  
D~ ) = <a~-I-+/~n--1, ~]n--l>: O'n--1 z2~ an  , 
t 
where  O'n_ 1 ~]~_lan_l~n_l f in~_l  Then D (2) /~(2)[ ) (2)  FI(2)/~(z)/~(2) = " : ~R ~S = ~H ~M ~T 
and D~ 2), D(s 2), D}~ ), and D<~ 2)are rightmost. So, it must be the case that ~M/3(2) 
is not rightmost. Then by Definitions 2.5 and 2.1, there are strings [~-2, 
~_~ c V* such that: 
and 
and 
%_~ = W_~a~_~[=_~_2,  
D(2) N = <O~n ~ ~n,  '~n-20~n--2~n--2><O~n--2 "-+ ~n -2, Vn--2>: O'n--3 :~  O'n--1 , 
D(2) 2 r~(2) 
M r '~ 'UN • 
Then define the derivation D (a) (2) (2) (2) • • = D~ D N D T . By Definmon 2.2, D (2) NR D (a) 
Continuing in this way, we have for each i = 2, 3,..,  (n - -  1), if D (i) is 
not rightmost, then we define: 
D~) n(i-1) r)( i-D = .u  N JL~" T 
D~ ) = <°~1 -->"/~1,9~1> " '"  <O~n--i--1 ~ ~n- i - -1,  ~n-- i - - l>:  (70 =~ fin--i--l, 
D(~ = <a~-i -~ fi.-~, W-i}<a~ -+ f in ,  ~]n--i+lan--i+l~n--i+l> : fin--i--1 ~ O'n--i+l , 
D~ ) = <O~n--i+i --~ fin--i+1, ~]n--i+l> " '"  <gn--1 ~ ]~n--1 , Vn- - l>:  O'n--i+l :=> O 'n '  
! where an_i+ 1 Vn_i+lan_i+l~n_i+lfin~n_i+l Then we have D (i) =/-~(i)/)(i) 
D(i)n(i)n(i) Furthermore, D~ ) is rightmost since D(~ -1) is; D(s/) is rightmost H ~M ~T • 
since it is a subderivation of the rightmost derivation DR; D(~ ) is rightmost 
since it is a subderivation of D(~); and D(~ ) is rightmost since it is a sub- 
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derivation of D(s i). So it must be the case that D~ ) is not rightmost. Then by 
Defs. 2.5 and 2.1, there are strings ~n-i, ~n-i ~ V* such that: 
and 
and 
an_ i _  1 = 7]n_ iOgn_ i~n_ iO ln~n_ i , 
D(~ ) = <% -~ fi~, ~Tn-iO~n-i~-i)<°~-i --+ f i~- i ,  ~- i>:  (~,~-i-1 ~ a~-i+l , 
D(0 2 M~D ) . 
R 
Then define the derivation D (i+1) r)(i)r)(i)r)(i) --  ~H~N~r"  From Def. 2.2, 
D(i) "~R D(i+I). 
Now, either there is a k ~ (n - -  1) 5 such that D (7~) is rightmost or there is not. 
If there is, then we have D ~ D m ~'~R D(2) ~'~R "'" ~'~R D(~), so D (~) = D R 
satisfies the theorem. I l k  does not exist, then D~ ~) ---- D(R ~) = e: e 0 ~ %,  and 
D (~) = D(s ~) is rightmost, so we let k --  n and D (k) = D (~) = D R satisfies the 
theorem. | 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. For every sentential form cr~ V* of a grammar there is 
a rightmost (leftmost) derivation Z ~ ~, for some axiom Z. 
3. DERIVATION STRUCTURES 
In this section we present a graph theoretic definition of the syntactic 
structure of a derivation of a generative grammar (which we call a "derivation 
structure"), and we prove that two derivations of a gg are structurally 
equivalent just in case they have the same derivation structure. 
When dealing with labeled graphs, the empty string causes pecial problems: 
nodes labeled "e" have to be treated as if they weren't here. This tends to 
make the whole theory messy and the presentation less lucid. Therefore, we 
shall restrict ourselves throughout the rest of this paper to grammars with 
productions whose right hand sides are nonempty. More specifically, we 
restrict our attention to gg's whose productions are from V + X V +, and to 
psg's whose productions are from V x V + x V* x K*. The reader will 
note that this restriction is not significant for gg's, but it limits us to type 
1 psg's. 
s n -- {1, 2,..., n}, the set containing the first n positive integers. 
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A derivation structure is a kind of labeled directed ordered graph, which is 
formed by the composition of certain elementary graphs. To define derivation 
structures, we first define the more general graphs and the operation of com- 
position on them. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A labeled directed ordered graph (ldog) is a 5-tuple 
g = (N, E, ~ ,  22, l), where 
N is a finite nonempty set of positive integers, the nodes, 
E _C N × N is a set of directed edges, 
is an irreflexive, antisymmetric, transitive binary relation on N, 6 
27 is a finite nonempty set of labels, 
l: N --~ 27 is a labeling function. 
A node n ~ N is a root ofg iff there are no edges entering it--i.e., iff there is no 
node n' ~ N such that (n', n) ~ E. Similarly, n is a leaf iff there is no node n' 
such that (n, n') ~ E. The set of roots o fg  is called the dominator, denoted 
dom(g), and the set of leaves of g is called the frontier, denoted fr(g). It  will 
sometimes be convenient to extend the labeling function l to strings of nodes, 
and we do so by taking the usual homomorphic extension of l to l: N* -~ 27", 
defined as follows: 
(0) i(~)----,, 
(1) i(nx) = l(n) i(x), for n ~ N, x ~ N*. 
Since l and i cannot be confused, we will denote both by l in the sequel. 
A path of g is a string of nodes nln 2 "" nT~ ~ N*  such that Vi ~ (k - -  1), the 
pair (nl, ni+t) ~ E. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Le tg  be defined by: 
N ={1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6}  
E ---- {(1, 3), (1,4), (1, 5), (2, 6), (2, 7), (3, 5), (4, 5), (4, 6), (4, 7), (5, 4), (6, 7)} 
= {(1, 2), (3, 5), (3, 6), (3, 7), (4, 6), (4, 7), (5, 6), (5, 7), (6, 7)} 
2: = {a, b, c} 
1: l(1) = l(4) = a, l(2) = •(5) = b, •(3) = l(6) = l(7) ---- c. 
Figure 2 is a pictorial representation of g. Nodes are represented as circles 
with a line through them. The symbol in the upper left section of each node is 
6 In  the  seque l  we  shal l  cal l  such  a re lat ion  a proper partial order. 
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+Q 
Fro. 2. A labeled directed ordered graph. 
its "name," the symbol in the lower right section is its label. Edges are shown 
as directed arcs between the nodes. The order relation is depicted, as much as 
possible, by the left-to-right position on the page. Generally, we will locate 
the roots at the top of the drawing and the leaves at the bottom. Note that 
dom(g) = {1, 2}, fr(g) = {7}, and l(12) = ab. 
For our purposes, the node "names" of a graph are not important; the 
labels and "structure" are. Two Idog's need not be distinguished if they differ 
only in their node sets. This is the concept of graph isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let gl = (N1, E l ,  ~1 ,  Z'I,/1) andg2 = (N2, E2, %2, 
Z' 2 ,/2). Then gl is isomorphic to g2, denoted gl ~ g2, iff there is a bijection 
f :  N 1--+ N 2 such that E 2 =f (E1)  (for f extended in the usual way to 
571 × N1 --~ N2 × N2), ~2 = f (~ l ) ,  and ll - 12 © f. 
We say that two ldog's are "the same" when they are isomorphic. 
Composition of ldog's is defined only if a number of conditions are satisfied. 
Intuitively, two 1dog's are composed by "attaching" the dominator of the 
second to a suitable portion of the frontier of the first, at a location specified 
in the composition. Since composition only applies to ldog's with "well- 
behaved" dominators and frontiers, we first define eomposable dog's: 
DEFINITION- 3.3. A Idog g is composable iff 
(1) dora(g) va ;~ and % is a proper linear order 7 on dom(g), and 
(2) fr(g) v~ 2~ and <1 is a proper linear order on fr(g). 
For composable g we denote by dora(g) and fr(g) the strings of nodes taken 
in order from dom(g) and fr(g), respectively. However, since this is a paper 
on context sensitive languages (among other things), we should (and shall) 
take advantage of the notion of context by simply using the notation "dom(g)" 
to mean the set when context indicates that a set is required, and to mean 
7 ~z e shall call a relation R _C S × S a proper linear order on S iff it is a proper 
partial order with the property that Va, b a S, a v ~ b implies either aRb or bRa. 
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the string (tom(g) when context indicates that a string is required. When the 
usage is ambiguous (because the context allows either) we will take it to mean 
both-- i .e. ,  the sentence should be read twice, once for each consistent inter- 
pretation. The same convention holds for "fr(g). ''8 Now we define com- 
position: 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let gl = (N1, El ,  <41, ~1,/1) and g2 = (N2, E~, 
~2,  Z~, 12) be composable Idog's, and let 7/~ I * .  The composition ofg 1 and 
g~ at location V, denoted (gl o" g2), is defined iff there are strings x, y, z ~ NI* 
such that all the following conditions hold: 
(1) xyz = fr(gl), 
(2) l (x)  = 
(3) l (y) = l(dom(g2) ). 
In that case, let i = max(N1) @ 1, let j = min(N~ - -  dom(g2)), let Y = 
Yl Y2 "'" Y~, let dom(g2) = wlw 2 "" wk, and let f :  N 2 --+ N 9 be the function 
defined by: 
l y,. if n=%. ,  
f (n)  = n -47 i - - j  otherwise. 
Let ga = (Na, Ea, <~a, 273,/3) be the composable ldog defined by: 
Ns =f (N~) ,  E 8 = f(E2) , %a = f (~) ,  l s = 2J2, I a = lu o f  -1. 
Let X be the set of all nodes in x, i.e., X = {xi [ i ~ k}, and let Z be the set of 
all nodes in z. Then (gl o" g~) = g = (N, E, ~ ,  Z, l), where 
N =N~uNa,  
E =EIUE~,  
= u u (x  x x Z), 
2 =21u&,  
I: N--+ X = II u I 3 . 
Note that, since f is a bijection on N 2 --~ Na,  g~ is well-defined and is indeed 
a composable ldog. g3 has the advantageous property that g~ ~ g2, and 
N 1 (3 N 8 = dom(gs) = y, the substring of fr(gl), where dom(g~) is to be 
s This is not just an arbitrary convention; I think it makes the paper easier to read-- 
for example, Definition 3.4 and the paragraph following it. 
9 N is the set of positive integers. 
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"attached." The definition specifies that the composition is defined only 
i fy  and dom(g2) have the same string of labels. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  g = (gl O~ g2) is defined, then g is a composabIe ldog. 
Proof. From Definition 3.3, g is a ldog. Also, dom(g) = dom(gl) and 
] dom(g) ~ %11 dora(g1), 1° which is a proper linear order since g~ is 
composable. Note that fr(g) = x fr(g3)z and that ~ is a proper linear order 
on fr(g). ! 
EXAMPLE 3.2. I fg  1 is the composable ldog depicted in Fig. 3(a) andg 2 is 
the composable ldog depicted in Fig. 3(b), then (gl ©a g~) is depicted in 
FIo. 3. Composition of composable abeled directed ordered graphs 
g dab 
(a) g~ (b) g2 (c) (gt © g~) (d) (g~ © g2). 
10 f ] D is the function f restricted to the domain D. 
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Fig. 3(c) and (gl °aab gz) is depicted in Fig. 3(d). On the other hand, 
(gl °~ g2) and (gl Oaa g2) are undefined. 
Derivation structures are composable ldog's which are constructed of a 
finite number of certain elementary structures, by composition. First we 
define the elementary structures, then the derivation structures. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A ldog e = (N, E, %, 27, l) is an elementary derivation 
structure (eds) iff it satisfies the following four properties: 
(1) dom(e) = {1, 2,..., k} and fr(e) = {k + 1, k @ 2,..., k + m} for 
some positive integers, k and m, 
(2) dom(e) u fr(e) = N, 
(3) dom(e) × fr(e) = E, 
(4) ~ = <ldom(e)u  < Ifr(e), where < is the ordinary relation 
"less than" on N. 
The reader can easily observe that every eds is composable. A convenient 
notation for an eds e with/(dora(e)) = ~ and l(fr(e)) = fi is @, fi). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let dom(e) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, 
fr(e) = {5, 6, 7}, 
= {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4), (5, 6), (5, 7), (6, 7)}, 
Z = {a, b, c}, 
/(1) = l(2) =/ (5 )  = a, l(3) = l(7) = b, l(4) = 1(6) = c. 
Then e = (aabc, acb) is depicted in Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) gives an alternative 
pictorial of the same graph, and we shall use this method of representing the 
FIG. 4 (a) and (b). 
e = (aabe, acb). 
a 
b 
Two illustrations of the elementary derivation structure 
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edges in the sequel. In both pictures, all the edges are directed "downwards," 
so the arrowheads are omitted. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let X be a finite nonempty set. The set of all derivation 
structures with labels-from Z, denoted Sz*, is defined as the smallest set of 
ldog's satisfying: 
(0) Let cr =x ix  2. . .x~eZ +. Then the ldog(n, Z,  <,Z , l )  eSz*  , 
where ViEn, l(i) = xi,  and < is the ordinary "less than" relation on N. 
(1) Let s e S*, let <a, fi) be an eds, and let ~ be any string in Z*. I f  
g = (s o ~ @, 3)) is defined, then Vg' ~ g, g' e Sz*. 
Let s E Sz*. The height of a node n of s, ht(n), is one less than the 
length of a longest path ending in n--i.e., if k is the maximum integer such 
that nlno " "" nl~ is a path with n~ = n, then k --  1 ~ ht(n). The height of s, 
ht(s), is the maximum height of all the nodes in s. We leave it to the reader 
to verify that height is well-defined for derivation structures. The weight of s, 
wt(s), is defined by the following inductive definition: 
(o) wt@, z ,  ~ ,  ~, O) = o 
(1) wt((s' o, <~, 3>)) = wt(A + 1. 
The weight, then, is just a count of the number of eds's in s. If (r e Z~-, it is 
convenient o denote by s(a) the derivation structure (lal, ~,  ~,Z,  1) 
defined by the base part of Definition 3.5. It follows from Definition 3.5 that 
every eds with labels from Z is in Sz*, since <a, fi> ~ (s(a) o ~ @, fi)). 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let G = (V, T, P, S) be a gg and let D be a derivation 
of G. The derivation structure of D, denoted s(D), is defined by the following 
inductive definition: 
(o)  ~(~: ~ ~ (0 = @). 
(1) I f  D = D'D', where D" = (c~ ~ fl, @: p ~ ~-, then s(D) == 
(s(D') ©" <%/3)). 
The reader is invited to verify that s(D) is well-defined. The set of derivation 
structures of G is denoted S(G). It follows from the definition that for each 
derivation D of G, the weight of s(D) is the length of D. It may be helpful to 
the intuition to observe that the definitions for composition and for eds's 
result in derivation structures having the property that their nodes are 
numbered sequentially beginning with 1. The numbering begins by num- 
bering the dominator from "left" (least node in the relation %]dom)  
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to "right" (greatest node in the relation <~ ] dom), and then continuing the 
sequence with the frontier of the first eds appended, then with the frontier 
of the second eds appended, and so on. Thus, each sequence 
( ' " ( ' ( '0  o <~,  &>) o ... o <~,,/~,>) 
represents a unique derivation structure. This fact gives rise to Proposition 3.9 
below. The reader may wonder why we have gone to such a degree of tedium 
over that very part of derivation structures which we intend to "factor out" 
under the equivalence relation ~.  The reason is that it is just this detail that 
carries on, in derivation structures, the excess information which is seen in 
derivations in specifying the order of application of productions, where order 
doesn't matter. The main result of this section, that ~- and ~ are equivalent 
concepts, demonstrates that it is precisely the information in the node names 
that is being considered nonstructural by our intuitive concept of syntactic 
structure. The author has found that if one states the definitions leading up 
to "derivation structure" in such a way as to factor out the node names before 
associating derivation structures with derivations (so that, in effect, we would 
be associating the equivalence classes of derivation structures under -~ with 
derivations), then the main theorems in this section are more difficult to prove 
and less lucid. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let G be given by: 
S ~ OSA2 T = {0, 1, 2} 
s -+  012 s = {s}  
2A --+ A2 
1A--+ 11 
Then L(G) = {0~ln2 n In > 0}. Consider the derivation D for S *~ 001122: 
S 
S --~ OSA2 • OSA2 
S ~ 012 0 0012A2 
2A --+ A2 001 001A22 
1A -+ 11 00 001122 
s(D) is depicted in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, and henceforth, we shall depict 
derivation structures without showing the node names. In fact, by omitting 
the node "names," we are depicting the equivalence class of derivation 
structures under ~,  and this is the common practice in linguistics. 
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FIG. 5. Derivation structure for S ~ * 001122 of Example 3.4. 
In the remainder of this section we first develop some technical properties 
of derivation structures, and then prove the main result of the section: that 
two derivations are structurally equivalent just in case they have "the same" 
derivation structure (i.e., just in case they have isomorphic derivation 
structures). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let  G be a gg and let ~i --~ i l l ,  % ~ fi2 ,..., an -+ fin be 
productions of  G. Then D ~ (% --~ fil , 71> "'" (~  --~ f in,  %) :  % ~ an is a 
derivation of  G ~ff s = (--" (s(%) ©~1 (%,/31) o'~ ." ©,- (~ , /3 , ) )  is defined. 
Furthermore, s = s(D). 
Proof. I f  D is a derivation then it follows from Definition 3.7 by induction 
on n that s is defined and s = s(D). Suppose that s is defined. We show by 
induction on n that D is a derivation and s ~ s(D): 
base(n=O) .  Then s=s(%)  and D =E:  % ~%,  which is indeed a 
derivation. Also, from Definition 3.7, s = s(D). 
induction. I f  the proposition is true for n - -  1, then let 
= l ( f r ( ( - . . ( s (%)  o o . "  o 
If ((--- (4%) o.1 <~,/31>) o'~ ..- o n--x <o~n_l , /3n-l>) Ona (°~n, ft.>) is defined, 
then from Definition 3.4, there are strings of nodes, x, y,  z, such that 
(I) xyz  ~- fr((-'-(s(%) o @1,/3,>) o "'" o (e~_, ,  fl--1))), 
(2) l(x) = %,  
(3) l (y )  = ~, .  
I t  follows that l (xyz)  = a,~-i,  so there is a string of labels ~: such that ¢~-1 = 
%%~ and cr~ = %/3n~: , and therefore from Definition 1.5, ( c~-+/3~,  %>: 
¢~-1 ~ % • From the inductive hypothesis, (~l --+/31, ~h) "'" (c%-1 --+/3~-1, 
643/29/I-4 
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7/,-1): a0 ~ an-1 is a derivation, so from Definit ion 1.6, (% -+ f i l ,  ~/,) "'" 
(an -+ f in, %) :  ao :> % = D is a derivation. I 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let D : d: cr ~ r. Then a : l(dom(s(D))) and 
r = l(fr(s(D))). 
Proof. By induct ion on [ d I: 
base (I d[ = 0). D : -  e: a ::> a and a = l(dom(s(a))) = l(fr(s(a))). 
induction. Let D = D'D", where 
D'  : (% - -~ f i l ,  ~1)  "'" (°Ln-1 "--> f in -1  , ~n-1) :  o" ::> j0 and 
D" = (a -+ fi, ~): p ::> r. 
Then from Definit ion 3.7, 
s(D) = (s(D') ~ (o~, fi)) 
71 72 ~n--1 7 
= ( ( ' " (S (O ' )  O <(Xl,  f i l ) )  O "'" O <Otn__l, f in - - l>)  O <0~, f i ) ) ,  
so l (dom(s(D) ) )= ~. F rom Definitions 1.5 and 1.6, S~ e l *  such that 
p = ~c~ and r = Wfi~:. F rom Definit ion 3.4 3 strings of nodes x, y, z such that 
xyz  = fr(s(D')), l(x) = ~, and l (y) = l (dom((a,  fi))) = a. Let w = fr((a, fi)). 
Then  it also follows from Definit ion 3.4 that fr(s(D)) = fr(s(D') o" (a,  fi)) = 
xwz and so l(fr(s(D))) = l(xwz) = Vfi~ • r. I 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let s l ,  s~, and s 3 be derivation structures and let ~1 
and ~7~ be strings of labels. Then i f  both (s 1 o"1 (s 2 ©,2 ss) and ((s 1 o,1 s~) o"1"2 s3) 
are defined, (s 1 o"1 (s 2 o-3 sa)) = ((s 1 o,1 s2) o"1"2 sa). 
Proof. Let 
S 1 = 
S 2 = 
S 3 
Sa 
S 6 = 
(&, El, <~ 
(N~, E~ <~ 
(N~, E~ 
(N~, E~ 
(N~, E~ 
(N~, E~ 
(N~, E~ 
,& ,~,  
,&,  ~), 
<2, &,/~), 
71 
<~, & ,  l~) = (sl o s~), 
<~, & ,  l~) = (s~ o s~), 
71 
<~, & ,  l . )  = (Sl o s~), 
71~2 
<, ,  z , ,  10 = (s, o sD. 
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We want to show sn = s 7 . Let 
f~: N~-+ N, 
A: N3~ N, 
G,  G e fr(s~), 
G ,  G e fr(s~), 
23, G e fr(s3, 
be the functions f and sets X and Z defined by Definit ion 3.4 when comput ing 
the compositions (q ©71 s2), (s2 o'~ s3) , (s I o~1 ss) , and (s 4 ©,1,2 s3) , respectively. 
Then  X 1 = X3 ,  Z a = Za ,  X 4 = X 1 t3 f l (X2)  and Z 4 = Z 1 U fa(Zz), Now, 
N 4 = N 1 w fl(N2), 
G = G uA(G), 
<,  = <,  u fl(<~) u (Xl × A(G)) u (A(G) × z,), 
G =GuG,  
14 = h u l~o f ;~ ,  
N5 = N2 u f2(N3), 
G = G wA(G) ,  
~ - ~ u f~( ~.)  u (G  × L (G) )  u (£ (G)  × G), 
G =GuG,  
15 = J2 U 130 f ;1 .  
Let i 1 , j~ ,  i 2 , J z ,  iz , J3 ,  and/4 ,J4 be the integers defined by Def. 3.4 such that 
fk(n) = n q- ik - -  jk  , for k ~ 4. Then  we have: 
il = max(N1) + 
iz = max(N2) @ 1 
ia =max(G)+ 1 = i  1 
i4 = max(N4) q- I 
max(N~ t_)f~(N2) ) -t- 1 
= max(fl(N2)) + 1 
= fl(max(N2)) -}- 1 = fl(i2) 
Jl = lIlln(N2 - -  dom(s2)) 
J2 = m'n(N3 - -  dom(sa)) 
ja = m,n(N 5 - -  dom(ss) ) 
= mm(N 2 t3 f2(N3) - -  dom(@) 
= mm(N2 - -  d°m(s2)) ~-./'1 
]'4 ~ mm(N3 - -  dom(s3)) ----J2- 
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Thus ,A  = fa andA(n) = n + i 4 - - J4 = n + f 3( i~) -- J2 = n + i 2 + i~ - - j~ -- j2 = 
n + i 3 - - J3  + is - - j2  =fs  ° f2(n); i.e., f4 =fa  °f2.11 Finally, then 
N~ = N1 u L(Ns) = NI w A(N2 u A(N.)) = N1 u A(N2) u f4(N.), 
E6 = E1 w A(Es) = El w f~(E2 w f2(E3)) = E 1 u fl(E2) u f4(Es), 
"~. = <1 u f . (<~) u (&  × A(N~)) u (A(N~) × Z.), 
= <1 '.-'fl(<~ uA(<~)  w (X2 x A(X.)) u (A(N.) × Z~)) 
U (X  1 × f l (N2 U f2(N~))) U ( f l (X2 k9 f~(N~)) × Z1) 
= <1 uA(~2)  uA(<. )  u (fl(X2) × A(N,) )  u (A(N.))  × fl(Z~)) 
U (X  1 × f l(N2)) w (X  1 × fa(Na)) U (f l(N2) × Z1) u (f~(N3) × Z 1 
= <~1 UA(<~)  wf4(~a)  W ((X 1 × fl(N2)) W (fl(N2) × Z1) 
W ((X 1 U f l (X2)  × f , (X3)  ) U (f4(Ns) × (Z 1 U fl(Z2)))) 
= ~1 WA(~2) u f~(~, )  W (X 1 × fl(N~)) U (A(N~)) × Zl) 
u (x~ × A(N.)) u (A(N.) × Z,), 
Z~ =Zlw& = 21w Z2 u Z~, 
In = 11 W 15 o f~  = l:t W (l 2 W l~ o f~l)  f~ l  = 11 W l,~ o f~-i k.)/3 © f~ l .  
N,  = X4 v A(N . )  = N~ ~ A(N2) w A(N. )  = N~ , 
E, = E~ v A(E.) = E1 w A(E~) w A(E.) = Be, 
~7 = ~ u f~(~)  ~ (X~ × f4(N~)) W (f , (X~) × Z~) 
= ~1 wfa(~2) wf~(~)  W (X 1 × fa(Nz)) U (A(N~)) × Zl) 
w (24 × A(N.) )  w (A(N~) × z , )  = <~,  
l 7 = l 4 t,.) l s o f ;~  = 11 w l~ o f-~l w l~ o f-gl = l~. I 
PROPOSZTION 3.5. Let s~ , s~ , and s~ be derivation structures, let l(fr(sl) = 
l(dom(s~)) and let l(fr(s2)) = l(dom(s~)). Then 
(s~ o (s~ o s~)) = ((s~ o s2) o ,~). 
Proof. It  is easy to verify that both (s 1 o ~ (s~ o ~ s~)) and ((S 10  e S2) O ~ Ss) are 
always defined. The rest of the proof is immediate from Proposition 3.4. I 
11 For two function f and g over different domains D and E, the expression " f  = g" 
must  be read "Vx ~ (D c~ E) f (x )  = g(x) . "  
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Proposit ion 3.5 states that a special kind of composition, full composition, 
is associative. Thus,  for (s t ©* (s~ o ~ s~)) we may delete the parentheses and 
write s t ©~ s 2 o ~ ss, provided fr(st) = dom(s2) and fr(@ = dom(s~). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let  D = (a  t ~ f i t ,  V t )  "'" (c¢~ ---* f in ,  %):  ao ~ a~ be 
a der ivat ion  o f  a gg,  let c o = S(ao) , and  let ci = ((s(ai_t) ©~ (a i ,  f i ) )  ©" s(ai)) ,  
fo r  each i e n .  Then  s (D)  = c o o ~ q o ~ c 2 o . . . .  o ~ %.  
P roo f .  By induct ion on n. 
base. (n = O). s (D)  -~ S(ao) = c o . 
induct ion .  
71 72 ~n--i 7n 
, (D)  = (('"(s(,,0) o <~'t, f~>) o .-. o <~,, - t ,  f , , - t>)  o <~,,, 3~,>), 
by Definit ion 3.7, 
E e ~ ~)n 
= ((c0 o cl o ..- o c._t) o <~. ,  3 . ) )  
by induct ion hypothesis. Let 
S1 = 
S 2 : 
S 3 : 
S 4 : 
S5 : 
S 6 = 
S 7 : 
S 8 : 
We want to 
Let 
c e c 
(e0 o q o ".  o e,,_,) = (Nt ,  E t ,  <t ,  Z ' , , / i )  
' (~ , - t )  = (N~,  E~, <~,  Z~,  &), 
"O n 
(,(,~,~-t) o (~,~, f , , ) )  = (,~ ~c? s~) = (N , ,  E , .  <4 ,  Z~,  l~). 
~(b) (st "~ = o s~) = (N , ,  E , ,  < , ,  Z , ,  Z~), 
(s 1 o c~) = (s, ~ s~) = (Ns,  Es, <~s, Z's, ls). 
show that s7 = s s . 
A: N~ --. ~,  X~, & ~ f~(s2), 
A: ¾ --* ~,  X~, ~ e fr(s~), 
A: N~ --. ~,  X~, Z~ e f~(sl), 
A: N~ --. ~,  X~, Z~ e fr(st), 
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N4 = 
E 4 ----- 
<4 : 
N6:  
<~6 : 
Then,  
i 1 = max(N2) @ 1 
i 2 = max(N4) + 1 
= max(N2 k9 fl(N3)) + 1 
be the functions f and sets, X and Z, and le t /1 ,  J l , /2 ,  Je,  i3,  J3 , /4 ,  ./'4 be 
the integers i, j defined by Definit ion 3.4 when comput ing the composit ions 
(s2 o~- s~), (s 4 o ~ ss), (s I o ~- s3), and (s 1 o" s6), respectively. Then  X 2 = Z 2 = 
X 4 = Z~ = N,  and X a = f4(Xt) and Z 3 = f~(Z1). Now,  
% u A(N.), 
E~ w fl(e3), 
<52 U f1(<3) k3 (X 1 × fl(N3)) u ( f l (N3) × Zt) , 
~2u z~, 
lz U 13© f~- l ,  
N~ w A(Ns) = N~ u fl(N.) w A(Ns), 
N u A(Es) = E~ u ft(E3) u A(E~), 
<~ uA(<5)  = <~ u f l (<. )  uA(<5)  u (xt × L(N.)) 
u (A(lV3) × zl), 
z'~ u z'5 =%uz3u&,  
l~u  l 5 o f f -1  = /2 U l 3 o f l  1u  l 5 o f~- l .  
k = min(N3-  d°m(s3)) = min(fr(sa)) 
J2 = min(N5 - -  d°m(ss)) = 0 
= max(fl(N~)) + 1 = A(max(N3) + 1) 
i 8 = max(N 0 + 1 ./'3 = min(N3 - -  d°m(s3)) = Jx 
i 4 = max(N1) + I --- i a J4 = min(N6 - -  d°m(s6)) 
= min(N  2 U fl(N~) u f2(Ns) - -  dom(s6) ) 
= min(fl(fr(s3))) = f l ( J t )  = i t .  
Thus,  f4 o f l  = i1 - -  J~ + i4 - -  J4 =/1  - -  J3 + i3 - -  i l  = ia - -  ./'3 = fa .  Note  
that f4(N2) C_ 2V 1 and f4 o f2(Na) C (N  1 t3 f3(N~)), sof4(E2) _C E1 ,f4 o f2(Es) C 
(El w A(E3)),A(<2) C <t  ,A o f~(<5) _c (<~ uA(<3)), and that 2J 2 _C 271 and 
275 C (271 u 2J~), so l 2 © f~ l  C 11 and 15 © f51 o f21 _C l 1 u l 3 © f~l .  Final ly then, 
N7 = N1 u f~(N~), 
E 7 = E 1 kJ f~(E3) , 
<v  = <1 wf3(<~)  W (X~ × f3(N3)) u (f3(N3)) × Z3), 
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l 7 
N~= 
Es= 
<~8 
m 
z 
~= 
~= 
21u 23, 
11 u /a  o f~ l ,  and 
N 1 W f4(N6) = N 1 v A(N~ w f l (Ns)  w fz(Ns) ~- N 1 ~ f3(Ns) = NT,  
E 1 U f4(E6) = E I U f4(E2 W A(E~) u A(Es)) = E 1 u f3(E~) = ET, 
~1 u f~( ~ w A( ~.)  u f~( ~)  u (&  × A(N~)) u (fl(X.) × Zl) 
~1 u £(  ~)  u (f~(XO × f~ o fl(N~)) u (f, o fl(N.) × A(&)) 
~ u f~( ~.)  u (X. × L(N,)) u (L(N.) × Z~) = ~ , 
/1 U /6  o f2~ ~- l 1 U (/~ U ls o f j-1 U /5  o f~-l) o f [1  
~ u l~ o f ;~ = l~. | 
PROPOSITION 3.7. s(D) = (C 10  ~ C 20  . . . .  O E C,n)" 
Pro@ Fol lows f rom the fact that  c o = s(ao), and that  
"01 c 
~ = (('(~0) o <~, /~1) )  o s(~0). 
Thus ,  c 1 = c o o ~ c I . The  rest is f rom Proposi t ion 3.6. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let D1, D2, and D1D 2 be derivations of a gg. Then 
s(OlD2) = (s(O 0 o ~ s(O2) . 
Proof. Let  
D2 : (ak+l --~ fil~+l , ~+1} "'" (a~ --+ fi~, %}:  ak =~ an .  
For  each i e n,  define c i - -  ((ai_ 0 ©,i @i , fii}) °~ s(ai)). Then,  
(s(D 0 • s(h~)) 
= ((Q o e~ o '.- o %) o (ek+l o ck+2 © "'" o e~)) by Propos i t ion 3.7, 
= (q  o c 2 © "" o c~ o c7~+1 o ek+2 o ck+~ o "- o e~) by Proposi t ion 3.5, 
= s(D1D2) by Propos i t ion 3.7. | 
PROPOSITION 3.9. The map s: D(G) --+ S(G) is a bijection. 
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Proof. That s is surjective follows from the definition of S(G).  To show 
that s is injective, let 
and 
D' = (or 1' --> t i l t ,  'r/ it) "1" (ant  --->" flqz', n~' ) :  0" :=~ "/", 
and let s(D) = s(D'). Since 
and 
s(D) (...(s(a) ~ <(a t , f i t>)  "2 "~ = o . . .  o <~, , ,  t~>) 
s(D') (..'(s(a') "~ <(O~l' , ~1 '>)  ,2' '~n' , = o . . .  o <~, , /3 , , '>) ,  
this means a = a', l(fr(s(D))) = l(fr(s(D')) (and so, by Proposition 3.3, ~- = r'), 
, , ] and Vi~n,  ai = a~, fii = fi(, and ~7i = ~i- But then D = D'. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let  s t : (s ©" st' ) ands2 = (s o" s2' ). Then s t' ~ s a' ::> s 1 = sa . 
Proof. Let s t = (N1, E t ,  <t ,  Xt ,  ll), s2 = (N2, E3, <3,  Za, l~), 
t t t t t Sl' : (Mr', El', <t ' 21 '  ll )' S2 = (N(,  E2, <"~, X(, l~') and s : (N, E, < ,  Z, l) 
Le t f ' :  N t' -+ N 2' be the bijection establishing s t' =-- s (  by Definition 3.2. Let 
s3 =(N3,Es ,<8,~ '~, l s )  and s 4 =(N 4 ,E4 ,<4,2~4, /4 )  be the ldog's 
constructed by Definition 3.4 isomorphic to s t' and s3", respectively, when 
computing the compositions ( ©" st' ) and (s ©" s2' ), and let f l :  N t' --+ N 3 and 
f2: N2' ~ N4 be the isomorphism bijections o constructed by Definition 3.4. 
Note that N 1 = N u N 8 and N 2 = N k) N 4 . Define the bijectionf: N t ---> N 2 
by: 
tn if n ~ N, 
f(n) f2o f 'o f{  1 if neNs .  
Then E 3 : f(Et), <2 : f (<t ) ,  and l t : l 3 o f ,  so s t ~ s 3 . 1 
LEMMA 3.11. Let  s 1 = (s 1' o" s) and s3 = (s~' ©" s). Then S 1' ~ S 2' 
Sl ~S2.  
Proof. Let s 1 : -  (N1, E l ,  E l ,  Z1, 10, S2 = (N2, E2, <2,272, l~), 
s l '=(N I ' ,E I ' ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  E '  < '  < l ,2 ' l  ,q  ),s2 - - t zv~,  3, "2 ,X~' ,12 ' ) ,ands=(  N ,E ,  < ,X ' I ) "  
Let f ' :  NI '  --~ N(  be the bijection establishing sl' ~ s3' by Definition 3.2. 
Let s = (Na, Ea, <8,  C3,18) and s4 : (N4, E4, <4,  Z4,14) be the ldog's 
constructed by Definition 3.4 isomorphic to s when computing the composi- 
tions (s 1' ©" s) and (s 3' ©" s), respectively, and let f l :  N --+ N a ndA: N --~ N4 
be the isomorphism bijections so constructed by Definition 3.4. Note that 
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iV, mz N1’ w N:, and Nz = NL’ u N4 . Define the hijection f: Nl + .N2 by: 
LEMMA 3.12. Let G be a gg with d&vations D, and 11, in LIZ(G). Then 
Let S(U) mm_ (N, M, G, E, I), .r(D,) z~ (Nr , Z?r , -+ ,2;, I,), and s(Dg) - 
(Nz , J%, -C2 , X2 , LJ Then there exist strings U, 8, w, x, y E WK such that 
uvwxy -= fr(s(u)), 17 :: l(u), 01~ = I(v), 5 :- I( zu , a2 : Z(x), and t =-: Z(y). Let ) 
s:< = (N3 , El , + , Z3 , I:() and sg -= (N4 , E4 , G4 , Z4 , ZJ he the Hog’s 
constructed by Def. 3.4 isomorphic to (01~ , &) and (cc~, ,&,), respectively, 
when computing the compositions forming s(I),) and let s5 -= (IV5 , ES , .+ , 
2T5 , Z5) and S, = (NG , E,; , + , ZG , 16) he the ldog’s constr-ucted by Definition 
3.4 isomorphic to (q , ,8,> and (+ , pz), respectively, when computing the 
compositions forming ~(11,). Let mlmD ... m, :-= fr(s.J, 32rn2 .I. n, ..z fr(.s,,), 
plpz ..-plC = fr(s,), and qlqz ... qr = fr(s,). Note that Nr - N u fr(s,) u fr(s,) 
and Nz = N u fr(sJ u fr(s,). Define the bijectionf: Nr --P N2 by: 
1 if nEN, f(4 ~ ;)i if n--:m,, 4i if n = 7zi . 
‘Then f is the required bijection to show that sI L s2 ~ 1 
Figure 6 illustrates the situation in Lemma 3.12. Since 01~ and 01~ do not 
overlap in u = ~cY~&,~, dom((cx, , /I,>) and dom((ol, , pz)) cannot overlap in 
fr(s((r>), so it dots not matter structurally whether (01, , p,} or (No, /Ia) is 
composed first. 
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FIG. 6. 
~)(0~0 0~0 ~ 0~0 
Derivat ion structure s(D1) =- s(D2) of Lemma 3,12. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let G be a gg with derivations D1 and D 2 . Then D t ~,~ D 2 
s(D1) ~ s(D2). 
Proof. All we have to show is D 1 ~R De ~ s(Dl) ~ s(D2), since ~-~ and 
are equivalence relations. From Definition 2.2, there are derivations D', D", 
DI' , and D2' in D(G) such that D1 = D'DI'D", D2 = D'D(D",  and 
DI' ~R D~'. Then from Propositions 3.8 and 3.5, s(D1) = s(D') o ~ s(Dl' ) o E s(D") 
2 r and s(D2) = s(D') o E s(D() ©~ s(D"). Now, from Lemma 3.12, D 1' ~R D2 => 
s(Dl' ) ~ s(D2'). So from Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, 
s(D~) = s(D') D S(Dl' ) ~ s(D") ~ s(D') ~ s(D() ~ s(D") = s(D2). | 
The next lemma states one of the key results of this section: if two rightmost 
(leftmost) derivations have the same structure (~),  they are identical. We 
shall use this result later to prove that ~ implies ~-~ (Theorem 3.18). The 
proof is tedious, and some explanation may be helpful. We begin with two 
rightmost derivations, D' and D" which have the same structure (~).  The 
main part of the proof is an induction which proves that, for every i ~ n, 
where n is the length of D' and D," the pair of initial subderivations of D' 
and D" of length i must be equal. The induction is proved by contradiction: 
we show that if the last pair of production applications in the subderivations 
differ, then one of the derivations is not rightmost. Intuitively, this comes 
from the fact that, since both derivations have the same structure, any 
production applied in one derivation must eventually be applied in the other 
derivation, in the same place in the derivation structure. So, if the ith productions 
differ, then one must be to the right of the other in the frontier of the deriva- 
tion structure constructed up to that point. I f  we pick the derivation for which 
the first production is the left-hand one, we can show that a right interchange 
is applicable to it at that point, since any subsequent production applied 
before the second production (the right-hand one) must also be to the right 
of this first one. To prove this last point, we have to use another induction, 
starting with the second production and working back toward the first one, 
showing that each production in between is to the right of the second produc- 
tion, and afortiori to the right of the first one. 
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LEMm~ 3.14. Let D' and D" be rightmost derivations of a gg. Then s(D') 
s(D") ~ D' = D". 
Proof. Let n = wt(s(D')) ~- wt(s(D")), and let 
D'  = <%' ~ fi,', ~h'> "'" <%' ---*/3~', %'>: % ~ a~ 
and 
# 
D" = <~; ~ 5~, ~> ' <~ ~ 5~, ~[>: -o = ~.  
For each i e n define 
D/  = <~'  --*/%', > '> "- <-~' --*/<', V/>:  '7o ~ ~/  
and 
tt 
D i = <a~' --> fi; ,  ~'> .-- <.~ -+ fly, ~/~'>: % ~ ¢~', 
and let f /andf~ be the functions f defined by Definition 3.4 when computing 
the compositions (s(D~_l) o,~" <~/, fi/>) and (s(Di"~) o'," <a~', 3[>), respec- 
tively. We prove by "finite induction" (i.e., if it is true for all i -  1 en ,  
then it is true for all i ~ n) that Vi ~ n, D /  = D~'. The inductive step is proved 
by contradiction, and the contradiction is proved by another finite induction. 
base (i = 0). s(Do' ) = s(%) --  s(mo). 
induction. Assume D'~_ 1 -- D~'_ 1. Let si_ 1 = s(D~_~) = s(D~'l). Now, 
either ~/~' = ~7~ or ~7~' # r/~. I f  ~ '  = r/~' then it must be the case that %' = a"~ 
and /3 i' =/3~ (or else s(D') ~ s(D")), and in that case D/  = D[ and the 
theorem is proved. 
Suppose ~i' =~ ~7~' • Then there are strings u, v, w, x, y ~ fr(si_l)* such that 
uvwxy = fr(si_l) and one of the following two cases holds: either v = 
y / ! tf #l tt ~ tt f~ (dom(<oq,/3{ >)) and x : f i  (dom(<s i ,/3 i >)) or v • f{ (dom(<cq ,/3{'>)) and 
x : f / (dom(<~/, fi/>)). Without loss of generality assume that the first case 
holds. Then there is a j, f < j  < n, such that (~/, 3/> : <a[', fi['> and 
tt t/  
x =f/(dom(<%-', fi/>)) =f , (dom(<a" ,  fie>)) =f/(dom(<oq , fi~>)). We show 
that the derivation E : <~i' ---*/3./, ~7i'> "" <c9' ---* fl/, ~7/>: ¢;-, => %/is not 
rightmost, and hence that D'  is not rightmost, a contradiction. 
Suppose E is rightmost. Define s'(W_~) : (I fr(si_,)[), 7~, <,  22, 1, where 
22 {a[a~a i_~}and l i ssuchthat  ' ' = ' Le t j - - i=h .  For = ' /(fr(s(~-3) )  ~-1 .  
eachr  :0 ,  l .... , k - -2 ,  define 
r p / ~/ i4 -1  ~ i+r  * ! 
Sr . . . .  ('"(S (~_~) % <.~, 5/>) 0 0 <~+~, 5~+~>). 
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(Note that dom(s~) = fr(si_~).) We prove by "reverse induction" (i.e., if 
true for r then it is true for r --  1) that for all r = O, 1,..., k - -  2, there are 
strings ur, v~, w~, xr, y~ ~ fr(s~)* such that u~vrw~xry ~ = fr(s~) and v~ 
f / (dom(@t'  , fi/})) and x~ = f '+r+~(dom(@~+r+l,  fi~+r+~}))" 
base(r  =k- -2 ) .  Note that i+r+l  = i+k- -  1 = j - -  1. Thereare 
three cases: 
Case (1). B strings u~vrw,x ,y  ~~ fr(s,)* such that u~v,wrxry ~ = fr(s~) and 
t t t t ~ t 
%. ~" f i+r÷l(d°m(@q+r+l , fli+r+l))) and x r "~ f i+r+z(dom((ai+r+e , ~i+r+~))) ~- 
f / (dom(@/ ,  fi/})). But then the derivation 
(o~+r+l  - -+ f i~+r+l ,  ? ]~+r+l}(O~t ' - -+ f i t ' ,  ~]t}:  q~+r  ::> qt '  
is not rightmost, and so E is not rightmost. Contradiction. 
Case (2). f / (dom((~/ ,  fi/})) a/;+,+~(fr((a;+r+~, N+r÷~})) Va ~" But this 
contradicts the fact that f / (dom((a / ,  fi/})) = x e fr(si_l). 
Case (3). 3 strings ur, %., w~, x r ,y r  ~ fr(sr)* such that urv~wrxry r = fr(s~) 
and % =f i ' (dom(@/ , /3 /}) )  and x =f~+,+l (dOm(@' i+,+ l ,  fi~+~+l})), which 
must be true. 
induction. Assume that 3 strings u,+l, V,+l, w~+t, x~+~, Y,+I ~ fr(s,+l)* 
such that u~+lv,+lw,+txr+ly~.+l = fr(s,+l) and v,+~ = f i ' (dom(@/,  fi/})) and 
x~+z = f'i+~+~(dom(@'i+,+~, fi'i+,+~})). For s, there are three cases: 
Case (1). 
fr(s~) and 
and 
3 . . . . . .  e fr(s~)* such . . . . . .  that u r vr wr xr y~ strings u r , v~. , w r , x r , Yr 
t ,, t • 
v,. = fi+~+~(dom(@i+~+,, fii ~+l})) 
t / • t 
xr = f i+~+e(d°m(@i+r+2 , ~i+r+2>))" 
But then the derivation 
is not rightmost, and so E is not rightmost. Contradiction. 
' f r  = '  ' Case (2). fi+r+l( (( i+~+1, [3i+r+~))) (3 f~+r+e(d°m((a'i+r+z, fii+r+~))) ¢ ~"  
But sincej > i + r -]- 2, and s incef / (dom(a/ ,  fi/})) e fr(si_l), it follows that 
f j (dom(@/ , f i / ) ) )  (3f;+~+l(dOm((a;+r+ 1 ,fi;+~+l)))= 2~, and so ? strings 
u~, v~, w~, xr, yr ~ fr(sr)* such that urv~.w~xry r = fr(sr) and v r = 
f i ' (dom((a/ ,  fit'))) and x~ = f~+~+l(dom((c~;+~+l, fi; r+l))). 
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Case (3). 3 strings ur' , v,.', w / ,  xr', Yr' ~ fr(s,.)* such that Ur'Vr'W/ Xr'y / = fr(sr) 
and %' =f'~+~+z(dom(@'~+~+2, fi'*+~+2)))and x/=f',+~+~(dom((a;.+~+~, fl r+2))). 
t! t !  tf It f!  It p [ \ ~< Then, from the inductive hypothesis, 3 strings u'~, %,  wr, x~, Yr, zr,  q~ctr(so 
such that UrVrW~.X~.yrZrq r . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = fr(sr) and v~ ----fj'(dom(@j ,'/3j'))), and x r" = 
f'~+~+2(dom(@4+,.__2, /3'~+~+z))) and z~. =f'¢+r+,(dom(@'e+r+~, /3~+~+~))). Then 
t t  t t  *t ft  let u~=u~,  v r=v~,  w~=wrx~yr ,  x r =z~ and y~ =q~,  and we have 
uwrwrxryr = fr(s~) and %. = fj'(dom(%.', f i /)) and x r =f~+~.+l(dOm(@~+~.+l ' 
fi~+~'+l))). (End of inner induction.) 
From the above induction, for r = 0, and recalling that dom(s~) = fr(si_,), 
we have the result that there exist strings Uo, Vo, %,  x 0 ,Yo e fr (so)= 
dom(s0) =f r (s i _ l )  such that UoVoWoXoYo =fr (so)=f r (s i _ l )  and % = 
t ! t t t 
h(dom((%-, f i j ' ) ) )  and x 0 =f~+~(dom(@i+, ,fi~+a))). Recall also that 
uvwxy = fr(si_l) and v = f i ' (dom(@i'  , fii'))) and x =fi'(dom(<~/,/3,-'))). 
We have shown, then, that in fr(s,_~), if @~, fi~) = @j , /3 j )  is to the right of 
@i', fli'), then @4+1, fi~+l) is to the right of (a~.', fi~') and therefore to the 
right of @i', f i{). That is, there are strings u', v', w', x', y '6  fr(si_l)* such that 
u'v'w' x'y' = fr(si_l) and v' = f i' ( d om( @i' , fi i' ) ) ) and x' =f~+l(dom(@i', fi i') ) ). 
But then the derivation (ai' -+ fii', ~()@i+1 --~ fi~+l, V'i+I): ai-1 ~ a¢+1 is not 
rightmost, and hence E is not rightmost, and hence D' is not rightmost. 
Contradiction. This result comes from the assumption that ~7i' @ V~'. Thus, 
it must be the case that ~7i' = ~/~', and as we have already shown, the theorem 
is proved. (End of outer induction.) 
The proof for leftmost derivations is analogous. | 
THEORE~ 3.15. For every derivation Dofa  gg G there is a unique rightmost 
(leftmost) derivation D R of G such that D ~-~ D R . 
Proof. Existence was proved in Theorem 2.2. Let D R' be any rightmost 
derivation of G such that D ,.~ DR'. Then D R ~ D ~ DR' , and by Theorem 
3.13, s(DR) ~ s(DR' ). Then from Lemma 3.14, D R = DR'. | 
THEOREM 3.16. For every derivation structure s of a gg G there is a unique 
rightmost derivation D R of G such that s =-- s(Dn). 
Proof. Let D = s-l(s), i.e., s = s(D). Then from Theorem 3.15, there is 
a unique rightmost derivation D a such that D ~-~ D R . From Theorem 3.13, 
s =--_ S(DR). Let D R' be any rightmost derivation such that s =~ s(DR' ). Then 
s(DR) ~ s =_ s(DR'), and by Lemma 3.14, D R = DR'. | 
THEOREM 3.17. Let G be a gg with derivation structures (D1) and s(D2). 
Then s(D~) ~_ s(D2) ~ D 1 ~ D2 " 
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Pro@ From Theorems 3.15 and 3.16 there is a unique rightmost deriva- 
tion DR1 such that D 1 ~-~ Dnl and s(Dt) =_ s(Del), and there is a unique 
rightmost derivation Des such that D 2 ~-~ DR2 and s(De) ~ s(DR2 ). But then 
s(DRI ) ~ s(D1) ~ s(D~.) =-- s(DR~) and by Lemma 3.14, De~ = DR 2 • Then 
D 1 ~ DR1 ~-  DR~ ~ D~. I 
From Theorems 3.13 and 3.17, D 1 ~-~ Da -:~ s(D1) ~ s(D2). 
D(G) ~ ~ S(G) 
FIG. 7. Commuting diagram for derivations, derivation structures, and rightmost 
derivations. 
We have established that the diagram in Fig. 7 commutes. In the diagram, 
D(G) is the set of derivations of G, D e(G) is the set of rightmost derivations, and 
S(G) is the set of derivation structures. In linguistics, we generally focus on the 
derivations and on the equivalence classes of derivation structures. Our picto- 
rial representations of the structures, omitting the node "names," are actually 
representations of the equivalence classes of the structures. (In Fig. 7, double- 
headed arrows indicate bijections.) 
4. PHRASE STRUCTURES 
In this section we present a graph-theoretic definition of the syntactic 
structures of a phrase structure grammar (which we call "phrase structures"), 
and we prove that two derivations in a psg are structurally equivalent just in 
case they have the same phrase structure. While the definitions and theorems 
are different, the presentation i this section is parallel to that of the previous 
section, so we will be brief. The reader should be aware that the work in this 
section is based heavily on the concepts and results of the previous ection, 
and that most of the intuitive remarks are given there and not repeated here. 
One should not try to understand this section without first understanding 
Section 3. 
Phrase structures turn out to be just the "augmented phrase structures" 
introduced by Kuno (1967). A phrase structure is a specially labeled tree. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A labeled tree is a ldog t = (N, E, ~ ,  S, l) satisfying all 
of the following conditions: 
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(1) dom(t) 7'- ;~ and % is a proper linear order on dora(t), 
(2) if(t) va ~ and % is a proper linear order on fr(t), 
(3) There is no path nln e "" nl~ of t with the property that n 1 = n~, 
(4) [(x,y) eE&(z ,y )~E]  ~ Ix =z] .  
From properties 1 and 2 it follows that all trees are composable. Property 3 
is often called the "acyclic" property for dog's, and property 4 states that no 
node has more than one "parent." 
DEFINITION 4.2. An augmented tree is a pair (t, k), where t = (N, E, ~ ,  2,  l) 
is a labeled tree and k: N ~ N* × N*. 
The roots, leaves, dominator, frontier, and paths of an augmented tree are, 
respectively, the roots, leaves, dominator, frontier, and paths of its labeled tree. 
As with derivation structures, we identify two augmented trees if they are 
isomorphic--i.e., if they are exactly the same except for renaming the nodes. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let gl : ((N1, E l ,  %1,271, ll), kl) and ge = ((Ns, Ee, 
%s , Xs , ls), he). gl is isomorphic to g2, denoted gl ~ ge , iff ~ a bijection 
f :  N 1 ~ N s uch that E e =f (E1)  , %s =f (%1) ,  /1 = /2 ©f, and f © k s = 
ks of. 
Note that for gl : (t l ,  kl) and gs = (te, ke), gl ~ ge ~ tl ~ ts. 
For augmented trees, there are two composition operations. The first is 
simply the extension of the composition operation on derivation structures; 
the second is context-sensitive composition. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let t 1 - (N1, E l ,  ~1,271,/.1) and t s = (N2, E~, %s, 
Xs, l~) be labeled trees and let gl = (t l ,  ks) and ge = (t~, ha) be augmented 
trees. The composition of g 1 and g~ at location ~], denoted (gl ©" gs), is defined 
iff the composition (t 1 ©" ts) is defined. In that case let f :  N s ~ N be the 
function constructed according to Definition 3.4 in computing the composition 
(t 1 ©" ts). Then (gl ©" gs) = (t, h), where t = (N, E, ~ ,  2:, l) = (t 1 ©" t2), 
and k: N ~ N* × N* is defined by: 
k(n) = t k (n) 
! f © k s o f - l (n )  
if n ~ (N 1 --f(dom(ge))) 
otherwise. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let t 1 = (N1, E l ,  ~1 ,  ~'1,11) and t s ---- (Ns, E2, %s,  
27s, ls) be labeled trees and let gl = (tl, kl) and g~ = (ts, ke) be augmented 
trees. The context sensitive composition of gl and g2 in the context tz v at 
location ~7, denoted (gl o~, ~ge), is defined iff I dora(g2) / = 1 and 3 strings 
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w, x, y, z a NI* and node m e fr(gl) such that all the following conditions hold: 
(1) wxmyz = fr(gl), 
(2) l(w) = ~, 
(3) l(~) = ~, 
(4) l (y) = v, 
(5) l(m) = l(dom(g2) ).
In that case, (t 1 o ~u t=) is defined. Let f :  N 2 --* ~ be the function constructed 
according to Definition 3.4 in computing the composition (t 1 o ~ t~). Then 
(gl o~,_vg~) = (t, k), where t = (N, E, < ,  ~7, l) = (t 1 o ~ t2) and k: N -+ 
N*  X N* is defined by: 
(kl(n) if n e (N a - -  {m}), 
k(n) = i (x' Y) if n=m,  
f o k 2 o f - l (n)  otherwise. 
Ordinary composition of augmented trees g~ and g~, then, is just the com- 
position of their labeled tree components, and the adjustment of the augmenta- 
tion function k to match the new node names of g2 • Context sensitive com- 
position is only defined if g2 has a single root. Context sensitive composition 
is structurally the same as ordinary composition, but, in addition, the function 
k is changed at the root of g= to mark the context of the composition. 
a 
c 
Fro. 8. Composition of augmented trees, Example 4.1. 
b 
(a) gl (b) g~ (c) a o g2. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. (Ordinary composition.) If gl is the augmented tree 
depicted in Fig. 8(a) and g2 is the augmented tree depicted in Fig. 8(b), then 
(gl ob g~) is depicted in Fig. 8(c). We shall follow the practice of depicting 
the values of k which are not (E, e), to the right of their nodes. 
a 
c d 
e 
FIo. 9. Context sensitive composition of augmented trees, Example 4.2. 
e b b 
(a) el (b) g~ (c) el © g2 (d) el ©g2 (e) gl © g~. 
b_e  a bb 
EXAMPLE 4.2. (Context sensitive and ordinary composition.) If gl is the 
augmented tree depicted in Fig. 9(a) and g2 is the augmented tree depicted in 
Fig. 9(b), then (gl ©~_E g2) is depicted in Fig. 9(c), (gl ©b g2) is depicted in 
Fig. 9(d), and (gl ©~ b~g2) is depicted in Fig. 9(e). On the other hand, 
(gl o~_og~) and (gl ~ " ©  gz) are undefined. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let G be: 
S --~ xABy T = {a, b, x, y}  
.4 ~ a/~ B S = {S)  
643/29/I-5 
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A --+ a/e_b 
B --~ b/A_e 
B -~- b /ae  
Consider the derivations: 
DI: S 
S ~ xABy E xABy 
A --~ a/e_B x xaBy 
B --~ b/a_¢ x xaby 
and D2: S 
S -~ xABy ~ xABy 
B ~ b/A E x xAby 
A ~ a/e__b x xaby. 
Note that D 1 -/~ D 2 . A pictorial representation of p(D1) and p(D2) is given 
in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b). 
a b 
FIG. 10. Phrase structures for derivations D1 and D2 of Example 4.3. 
(a) p(D1) (b) p(D~). 
DEFINITION 4.6. An elementary phrase structure (eps) is an augmented 
tree (e, k), where e is an elementary derivation structure with dom(e) =- {1} 
and k(n) = (¢, ~) for every node n of e. 
The notation for eds's will suffice for elementary phrase structures--i.e., 
for any eps e with/(dora(e)) ----- a and l(fr(e)) ----/?, we write @, fi). 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let Z be a finite nonempty set. The set of all phrase 
structures with labels from Z, denoted Pz*, is defined as the smallest set of 
augmented trees satisfying: 
(0) let a = xlx ~ "'" x~ ~Z +. Then the augmented tree (t, k )~Pz* ,  
where t is the labeled tree (n, ~,  < ,  27, 1), where Vi ~ n, l(i) = xi ,  < is the 
ordinary relation "less than" on N, and h: n -+ n* × n* is defined by: 
h(n)  = (~, ~). 
(1) Let p ~ Pz*, let <a,/3> be an elementary phrase structure, and let 
7/, /z, v be any three strings in Z*. I f  t = (p o~ <a,/~)) is defined, then 
Vt' =--- t, t' ~ Pz*. 
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Letp  = (t, k) e Pz*- The height of p, ht(p), is the height of its tree ht(t); and 
the weight wt(p), is the weight of its tree, wt(t), wt(p), then, is just the 
number of nonleaf nodes of p. For a ~ 27+, the phrase structure 
(([ a l, Z,  < ,  2J,/), k) = (s(a), k) defined by the base part of Definition 4.6 
is denotedp(a). It follows from Definition 4.3 that every eps with labels from 2J 
is a member of Pr* since <a, t3> = (p(a) o~ <a,/3)). Note that it follows 
from the definition that for any node n in the dominator or frontier of a 
phrase structure, k(n) ---- (E, E). 
DEFINITION 4.8. Let G = (g, T, P, S) be a psg and let D be a derivation 
of G. The phrase structure of D, denoted p(D), is defined by the following 
inductive definition: 
(0) p(e: a ~ c,) = p(a). 
(1) I fD  : D'D", where D" = <A --+ B/ifv, @: p ~ % thenp(D) = 
(p(D') o',_,, <A, ./3>). 
The set of phrase structures of G is denoted P(G). Note that wt(p(D)) 
equals the length of D. 
In the remainder of this section we prove some properties of phrase 
structures and then prove the main results of the section: that two derivations 
of a psg are structurally equivalent must in case they have "the same" phrase 
structure (i.e., just in case they have isomorphic phrase structures). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a psg and let A 1 -+ Bi/th_ h ,..., An --~ fi,~/ff~_vn 
be productions of G. Then D = <A 1 --+/~l/ff l  Vl , ~]1) "'" fan  --~ fl~/l~n-Un , ~n)'- 
a o ~ % is a derivation of G iff 
p =( . . . (p (%)  o <&, /%>)  o .-- o <&,~>)  
is defined. Furthermore, p = p(D). 
Proof. I f  D is a derivation, then it follows by induction on n that p is 
defined and p = p(D). Suppose p is defined. We show by induction on n that 
D is a derivation and p = p(D). 
base (n----0). Thenp =p(%)  and D----E: % ~ a0, which is indeed a 
derivation. Also, from Definition 4.8, p = p(D). 
induction. I f  the proposition is true for n --  1, then let 
~_~ ~(fr((. . .(p(%) ~ ~ ~"-~ = o <A1,31>)  o ... o <A,,_,_, 3.-i>))). 
/Zl_V 1 /~2_V2 /Z~_ 1 vn-- 1 
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I f  
( ' " (P (s )  o (& ,3~) )  o ... o (A . ,3 . ) )  
~I--Vl #2--V2 ~--Vn  
is defined, then from Definition 4.5, there are strings of nodes, w, x, y, z, and 
a node m such that: 
(1) wxmyz 
= f r ( ( ' " (p (s )  o (A~,31) )  o "'" o (A . _~,3 . -~) ) ) ,  
g*l_Vl /Z2--P 2 t~n_l_Vn--1 
(2) l(w) = ~. ,  
(3) l(~) = ~. ,  
(4) l(y) = v,~, 
(5) l(m) = AM. 
I t  follows that l(wxmyz) = %-1 ,  so there is a string of labels ~ such that 
a~_ i = %tz~A~v~ and a~ = %1~[3~v~, and therefore from Definition 1.5, 
(A¢~ ---->- fin//£q~_~'~z, q~)'- 0"~--1 ~> O'n" From the induction hypothesis, 
(A  i --+ fii/t~_v,, %) ' "  (A~-i  -+ f i~-i / /z~-i-v,- i ,  ~/~-1): ao * a~-i is a deriva- 
tion, so from Definition 1.6, (A i  -+ fii//~i-vi, ~a) "'" (AM --~ [3~/I*~-v~, %):  
a 0 ~ an = D is a derivation. | 
The next result shows that the tree of a phrase structure is a derivation 
structure in its own right. The grammar for this derivation structure is always 
a context free grammar which has a simple relation to the original psg- -one 
can construct it simply by deleting all the context restrictions on the produc- 
tions. Many of the properties of phrase structures are consequences of the 
fact that a phrase structure is a derivation structure with an augmentation map. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let G = (V, T, P, S) be a psg. The covering rammar 
for G is the context free grammar Ge ---- (V, T, P~ , S), where 
Pc = {A -+ fi I A -+ fi/l*_v ~ P}. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G be a psg and Gc its covering rammar. I f  
D = (A1 --~ [31/Iz~-vx, V l ) " "  (A~ -+ fin/t~_v~, %):  ao ~ a~ e D(G) 
then 
De = (A~ -+ f~l ~1/~1) "'" <An ~ fin ~n~n): O'0 =~ an E D(G,). 
' ~ e~ 
Furthermore, t ip(D) = (t, k), then t = s(D~). 
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Proof. By induction on n. 
base (n =0) .  D =De =e:  % ~%which is  amember  of D(G,), and 
p(D) = p(%) = (s(%), h) by Definition 4.7 = (s(D,), k) by Definition 3.7. 
induction. D' -= <A 1 ---> filll£1_v1, 71) "'" <Aqz-1 -->/~0Z-ll/Z,z-l-V¢~-i , ~7~-1): 
% ~a a~-i ~ D(G) and so by inductive hypothesis, 
D~' -= <A 1 --> fi, , ~dq)  "'" (A~- I  --> 3 . -1 ,  ~7~-~b~-1): % ~ ~- ,  ~ D(G,) ,  
Go 
andp(D')  = (s(Dc'), k') for some appropriate k'. Since (A~ -7- fi~/t~_v,~, %):  
a,~-i --*a a~, it follows from Definition 1.5 that 3~: e V* such that %_1 = 
%lx~Anv~ and e,~ = %/~/3,~v~. But then v~: is the string such that ~-1  = 
%t,,~Anv~ and ~ = ~/9~v~ and so by Definition 1.5, (A~ --+ ~,  %/x,~): 
a~-i -+% % • Then by Definition 1.6, Do ~ D(Go). Finally, by Definition 4.7, 
p(n) = (p(O')  o <&,5~)) ,  
where (A~ , ]~) is the eps, 
= ((s(D,') ~n (A~,  fi,,.)), k), 
by Definition 4.4, where (A~,/?~) is the eds and h is appropriately defined, 
= (s(D,), h) by Definition 1.6. | 
We shall call the derivation D~ the "covering derivation" for D. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For any psg G, let D = d: cr => r. Then cr = l(dom(p(D))) 
and r ~ l(fr(p(D))). 
Proof. From Proposition 4.2, p(D) = (s(D~), h). Then l (dom(p(D)))  = 
l(dom(s(D,))) = ~, by Proposition 3.3, and l(fr(p(D))) = l(fr(s(D~))) = -;, by 
Proposition 3.3, since D, = d~: ~ ~ r. | 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Pl , P2 and Pa be phrase structures and let 71 and % be 
strings of labels. Then if both (Pl ©nl (P2 ©~2 Pa)) and ((Pl ©~1 P2) ©~1,2 Pa) are 
defined, (Pl ©~1 (pz ©~2pa)) = ((Pl o' IPe) ©'~"2P8). 
Proof. Let Pl = (sl, hi), P2 = (s~, k2) and Pa = (sa, ka). Then by Defini' 
tion 4.3, (Pl ©,1 (P2 ©"@8)) = ((sl o"~ (s2 ©'~ Sa)), k) and ((Pl ©"~P2) o"l"2Pa) = 
(((sl ©~ s2)o'1"~ sa), k') for some k and k'. Then by Definition 4.4, 
(Pl ©~1 (P2 °'@a)) is defined iff (s I ©~ (s 2 ©~2 Sa) is defined, and ((s 1 ©,1 s~) o,1,2 Sa) 
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is defined, iff (Pt o'~P2) o'~'~ p~) is defined. Then by Proposition 3.4, if 
defined, (s t o~ (s 2 o~ s3) = ((s t o'~ s~) o'~'~ ss). We have only to show that 
k = k'. Let s t , s~, s~, s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , and s7 be defined as in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.4, and let P4 = (s4, k4), P5 = (ss, ks), P6 = (s6, k6) and P7 = (sT, k0- 
Then k = k 6 and k' = k 7 , and we want to show that k6 = k 7 . Our notation 
follows that of the proof in Proposition 3.4. From Definition 4.4, 
Ikt(n) 
ka(n ) = (A o ks of Tt(n) 
if n s (N1 --fffdom(s2))) 
otherwise 
ks(n) = {f2o ks o f [ l (n )  
if n e (N~ --f2(dom(sa))) 
otherwise 
k6(n ) = iA o k3 of~a(n)  
if n ~ (N4 --L(dom(ss))) 
otherwise 
= t kl(n) 
~f30 h3 oral(n) 
if n + (N t W fl(N~) --fa(dom(s3)) 
--fx(dom(s~))) = (Nt --f~(dom(s2))) 
otherwise 
tk l (n )  
kT(n) = t f, ,  o ,h  o k;t(n) 
if n ~ (N1 --fi(dom(ss))) 
otherwise 
_ tkl(n) if n e (N 1 --fl(dom(s2))) 
- -  t f l  o f~ o k s o f ~ 1 o f~t(n)  otherwise 
tkl(n) 
= If30 k3 oral(n) 
if n e (N1 -- f l (dom(@)) 
otherwise 
= &(n). l 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let pt , P2 , and p3 be derivation structures, let l(fr(pl) ) = 
/(dom(p~)) and let/(fr(p~)) =/(dom(p3)  ). Then 
E ~ E 
(Pl o (P2 o P3)) = ( (P l  o p~) o P3)" 
Proof. I t  is straightforward that (Pt or (P2 o~ Ps)) and ((Pl o~ P2) o~ P3) 
are always defined. The remainder follows from Proposition 4.4. | 
As with derivation structures, we shall writepl o~p~ o~p3 for (Pl o~ (P2 o~P3)) 
and ((Pt °~P2) °~P3) when the corresponding frontiers and dominators are 
equal. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let D = (A  1 ~ fil/ffx V~ , ~71) "'" (A~--> fin/ffn_v,~ , -q~): 
ao => ~ be a derivation of a psg, let d o = p(%), and let 
d~ = ((P(~i-1) o (A i ,  31)) o p(cri) , for  each i ~ n. 
l~i--Vg 
Then p(D) = d o o ~ d 1 o . . . .  o ~ d,.. 
Proof. By induct ion on n. 
base (n ~- 0). p(D) = p(ao) =do.  
induction. 
p(D) = ( ( (p (~0)  o (& , /~>)  o 
/£1_Vl N2--V2 
~n--X ~Tn 
o <A._~,/3~_~)) o <&,,/~,,)),  
~n- - l _Vn_ l  Ixn--v n 
by Definit ion 4.8, 
= (do  o d l  o . . .  o d.,_~) o <A, , , /3 .>)  
,un_v,a 
by the inductive hypothesis. The  proof  follows closely that of Proposit ion 3.6. 
Let  
p~ = (d o o d 1 o ""  o d._~) = (s l ,  k l )  = ( (N1,  E l ,  <71, Z ' I ,  h), kl), 
p~ = p(,.,,_,) = (s~, &) = ((N~, E~, ~,  Z~, 1~), &), 
p~ (p(,~._,) o {A . ,~ , , ) )  (h  ~" = = o p~) = (s4, k4), 
~n-v n /zn_v n 
p5 = p(~n) = (ss, &), 
p6 = d .  = (p ,  ; ps) = ( ,6,  k6), 
p,  = p(D)  = (Pl o P3) = (P ,  , k , ) ,  
~n-V~ 
p~ = (pl o d,,) = (p~ o P6) = (,~ , k~). 
Then from Definit ions 4.4 and 4.5, s 4 = (s 2 o~-"-sa), s 6 = (s 4 o ' ss )  ,
s7 = (s 1 o ~-"~ sa), and s 8 = (s 1 o ~ s6). We want to show that p7 = P8- An 
argument identical to that in the proof  of Proposit ion 3.6 shows that s 7 = s 8 . 
We have only to show that k 7 = k a . Our notation follows that in the proof  
of Proposit ion 3.6. 
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(k~(n) if ~ ~ (N .  - -  A (dom(p . ) ) )  
k4(n) ~- l (x~ , Yx) i f  n - -  A(dom(p~)))  
(L  Q k~ o f ; l (n )  otherwise 
k,(n) = k4(n )
(kt(n) if n ~ (Nt - -  f~(dom(p~))) 
hT(n) = { (x , ,  Ys) i f  n -~ f~(dom(pz)) 
( f8 o k a o f-~l(n) otherwise 
(kl(n) if n ~ (N  t - -  fr(pt)  )
---- { (x~,ys)  if n = f~(dom(p3) ) 
( fz o k a o f'~t(n) otherwise 
~kt(n) if n e (N, --  A(dom(p.))) 
ks(n) = I f~ o k~ o f ;l(n) otherwise 
(k l ( t / )  i f  ~ @ (N  1 - -  f r (p l )  ) 
= i f~(xt ' Yt) if  n - -  f~ o ft (dom(p~)) 
fa © (ft  © kz o f -~) o f~(n)  otherwise 
(kt(n) if n ~ (N~ - -  fr(pt)) 
I (xz 'yz )  if n =A(dom(p~))  
( fz  o ka © f~t(n) otherwise 
=- Mn). ! 
PROPOSITION 4.7. p(D) --  (dr o"  d~ o . . . .  o ~ d~). 
Proof. d~---4o~4. I 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let D1,  D~ , and DID 2 be derivations of a psg. Then 
p(D1D~) = (p(D~) o ~ p(D~)). 
Proof. Let  D z = (A  t --~ fl~/t~t_vl , ~t) "'" (Ak  --~ flk/lzk-v~, ~) :  % ~ % 
and D~ ~ (Ak+l --~ fl~+t/Iz~+x-v~+t , ~k+t} "'" (A~ -+ fi~/bt~_v~ , %) :  a s ~ a~. 
Then by Proposit ions 4.7 and 4.5, 
E E ~ ¢ E E ¢ E 
(p(Dt) o p(D2) -~ ((d t o d 2 o "'" o d~) o (d~+l o a~+2 o "'" o d~)) 
-~ (at ~ d2 o ... o a~ o ak+t o ... o d~) = p(D~D2). | 
PROPOSITION 4.9. The map p: D(G) --> P(G)  is a bljection. 
Proof. That  p is surjective follows f rom the definition of P(G). Let  
D = (Ax ---> flt/Izt-va, ~)  "'" {A~ --~ fl~/lxn_v., ~/~): a => . and D '  = 
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, , , V~>.~ <A~'--~fi~'//x;_h',~'> .." <A. ' -+f i~/ /~_v~,  ' • ' ~-' and letp(D)  ----p(D'). 
Since 
and 
p(n)----(..-(p(~) o <A~,fl~>) o ... o <A~,f i~>) 
~I" ~2" ~n" 
p(D')  = ( ' - ' (p (#)  ,.o_~, <J~',/3~'>) ~'-~2'° "" u,'_~,'° <A~', ft,'>) 
this means a = a', T = r' ,  and Vi ~ n,  A i : Ai ' ,  fll : fli', ~i : T i  t, ~6i : /~i',  
v i = vi'. But then D = D'. | 
LEMMA 4.10. Let pl  = (p o 'p l '  ) and p2 = (p oH pff). Then p1' ~ ps' 
Pl ~- P2. 
Proof. Let p = (s, k), p~ = (h , /q ) ,  P2 = (s2, k2), P l '  = (sl', k~') and 
P2' = (s2', k2')- Then  from Definit ion 4.4 s 1 = (s o H sl' ) and s 2 = (s o H s(),  
and from Definit ion 4.3, s~' = ss', so from Lemma 3.10, s 1 ~- s 2 . We have 
only to show that f  o k 1 = k s o f, where f  is the bijection such that h ~ ss. 
For notation refer to the proof of Lemma 3.10. Observe that f l (dom(p l ' ) )  =
f2(dom(p2')) and that, since Pl '  ~ P ( ,  f '  o k 1' = k 2' o f ' .  Then  
l~ok(n)~k(n)  if ne(N- - f l (dOm(p( ) ) )  
f o kl(n ) ~- o f l  o k 1 o f~l(n)  : f2 o f '  o f~ l  o f l  o k 1' o f-~l(n) 
= f2 o f '  o k 1' o f-~l(n) otherwise 
I k o f (n)  = k(n) if n ~ (N - - fddom(p; ) ) )  
k2 o f (n)  = ~k 2 o f2 o f '  o f-~l(n) = f2 o k 2' o f~ l  o f2 o f '  o f-~l(n) 
( f2 o k 2' o f '  o f~l(n)  = fs o f '  o k 1' o f-;l(n) otherwise 
= f o kl(n). ! 
LEMMA 4.11. Let Pl = (Pl' o p) and P2 = (P (  o p). Then Pl'  ~ Ps' ~ 
Pl - -  Ps .  
Proof. As in Lemma 4.10, because of Lemma 3.11 we only have to show 
f o k 1 = k s o f.  Observe that f '  o f l (dom(p))  = fs(dom(p)) and that since 
PI' ~ Ps', f '  o kl' = ks' o f ' .  
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Then 
I f '  © h~'(n) if n ~ (N 1' --  f '  o fl(dOm(p))) = (NI ' - - fa(dom(p))  f o k~(n) = 
f o A o k o f~l(n) = A o f? l  o A o k o f71(n) 
= f2 ° k o f-~X(n) otherwise 
the' o if(n) = f '  o k((n) if n ~ (N / - -  A(dom(p))) 
k~ o y(n)  = tk  2 o A o f ; l (n )  = A o k o y ;~ o A o f?~(n) 
\ = f2 ° k o f-~l(n) otherwise 
= f o kl(n ). I 
LEMVL~ 4.12. Let G be a psg with derivations D~ and D~ in D2(G). Then 
D t ~-~ D 2 ~ p(D~) ~- p(D~). 
Proof. From Definition 2.1, there are strings V, ~, % ~, i l l , / z l ,  v~, fie , 
/~,  v 2 , and symbols A 1 and A~ such that 
= ~IIXlAlvl~A~v~ = ~l~lAl~Olz~A~v~, 
"F = "T]pCl~lPlC]~2P'2~ = ]£1fil~O~L62flel)2~ , 
/91 = (A t -+  f~l//t l_lVi , v ) (A2  - -~ f ie//£2_v2 , V~l f i l~o) :  ff :::> T, 
and 
Then 
and 
and 
Let 
and 
D~ = <A 2 - - , -  f i~ / i zeve ,  ~]1Al~) (A1  ~ f i l l /~ l_V l  , ,~) :  o- :5  T. 
p(D1) = ((p(cr) ~ (A1,  •1)) ~"}~1~° (Ae,  ~2)) 
!~ I _v I ~n_vn 
~ZlAl~ 
p(De) = ((p(a) o (Ae,f ie)) ~ (Al,f i~))- 
/£2--V2 /Al--V 1 
p(a) = ((N, 7A, <,  Z, l), k), p~(Dt) = ((N1, E t ,  <1 ,  Z'~,/1) , hi) 
p(Du) = ((Ne , Ee , de ,  Ze , 12), ke). 
DI~ = (A1 -+  i l l ,  V/~I)(A~ -~ fie, V/~lfil~/~2): a ~ ~- 
Deo = (A  2 ~ fl~ , ~?~lAl~olx~)(A1 --~ i l l ,  ~):  ~ ~ .r. 
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Note that Da0 and D2, are derivations in the covering grammar Gc and that 
they are the covering derivations for D 1 and D~, respectively. So, from 
Proposition 4.2, p(D~) = ((s(D~), hi) and p(D~ = ((s(D2o), k2). Note that 
D~ ~-~ D 2 ~ D~, ~-~ D%. Then from Lemma 3.12, s(D~,) =-- s(D2). We 
have only to show f o k I = k 2 o f ,  where f is the bijection on N1 --+ N2 
establishing s(Dlo ) ~ s(Dzo). Let s 8 and s 4 be defined as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.12, and let PiP2 ""Pk = fr(s3) and qlq2 "'" q~ = fr(s4). Note that 
there are strings w, x 1 , x 2 , Yl  , Y2, u, v, and z e N* and there are nodes 
m 1 and m2EN such that wxlrnlylum2y2z = wxlmlvx2y2z = fr(p(a)), 
~? = l(w), izi = I(xi), /~ =- /(x2) , A1 = l(m~), A~ = l(m~), vi =/ (Y l ) ,  
vz = l(yz), ~ = l(u), 9 = l(v), and 6: = l(z). Then 
fo  kl(n ) = 
k~ o f (n )  = 
I 
f ok (n)  =k(n)  if n~N,  
f (x l ,Y l )  = (x l ,y l )  if n = ml ,  
f (x2 ,Y~)  = (x2,Y2) if n = m.2, 
f(E, 4) =(e ,e )  if n=p~,  
f(E,E) =(4 ,4 )  if n =q, ,  
l 
k(n) if n ~ N, 
kz(n ) --  (x x , y~) if n=ml ,  
k2(n) = (x2,Y2) if n = m2, 
(4, E) if n = Pi , 
(e, 4) if n=q~,  
=fo  kl(n ). | 
W).{o.--o ,y) 0. . -0 ,y~ 0---0 
FIc. I 1. Phrase structure of Lemma 4.12. 
% 
O...O 
Figure 11 illustrates the proof of Lemma 4.12. Since the node labeled A 1 is 
not in the string of nodes labeled/z 2 and the node labeled A 2 is not in the 
string of nodes labeled v 1 , it does not matter whether (A  1 , ~1) or (A  2 , f12) 
is appended first. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let G be a psg with derivations D 1 and D 2 . Then 
D~ .-~ D 2 ~ p(D~) ~ p(D2). 
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Proof. We show D 1 ~R De ~ P(D1) ~ P(De). The general result follows 
from the definition of ~-~ in terms of M e and the fact that ~-~ and ~ are 
equivalence r lations. From Definition 2.2, there are derivations D', D", DI' , 
and D 2' in D(G) such that D 1 = D'DI'D" , D e = D'De'D", and D~' ~-~ De'. 
Then 
p(D~) = p(D') © p(D~ ) © p(D") and p(De) -~ p(D') © p(De' ) © p(D"). 
From Lemma 4.12, D 1' ~e  ~ D e' ~ p(Dl' ) ~-- p(De' ) so from Lemmas 4.10 
and 4.11, 
E 
p(D~) = p(D') ; p(D~') o p(D") ~ p(D') o p(D2' ) ; p(D") = p(De). | 
LEMMA 4.14. Let D' and D" be two rightmost derivations of a psg. Then 
p(D') -~ p(D") ~ D' = D". 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.14. In the inner induction, 
keep in mind that the two productions which are assumed to differ cannot have 
overlapping contexts, since if they did, the phrase structures would not be 
isomorphic. | 
THEOREM 4.15. For every derivation D of a psg G there is a unique right- 
most (leftmost) derivation D e of G such that D N D e . 
Proof. Existence was proved in Theorem 2.2. Let D e' be any rightmost 
derivation such that D N DR'. Then D e ~ D ~-~ D e' and by Theorem 4.13, 
p(De) ~ p(De'). Then by Lemma4.14, D e = De'. | 
Tt~EOREM 4.16. For every phrase structure p of a psg G there is a unique 
rightmost derivation DR of G such that p ~ p(De). 
Proof. Let D = p-l(p), i.e., p = p(D). Then from Theorem 4.15 there 
is a unique rightmost derivation De such that D ~ De • From Theorem 4.13, 
p ~ p(DR). Let De' be any rightmost derivation such that p -~ p(De'). Then 
p(De) ~ p ~ p(DR'), and by Lemma 4.14, De = De'. | 
THEORrM 4.17. Let G be a psg with phrase structures p(D1) and p(D2). 
Then p(D1) ~ p(Dz) ~ D| ~-~ D 2 . 
Proof. From Theorems 4.15 and 4.16, there are unique rightmost deriva- 
tions DR1 and DR, such that D 1 ~ Del ,  p (D1)=p(De l  ), D 2 ~-~ DR,, 
and p(D2) ~ p(De2 ). But then p(Del ) ~ p(D1) ~ p(D2) -~ p(DR2), so by 
Lemma 4.14, DR1 ~ De~ • Then D 1 ~-~ DR1 = De2 ~-~ D2 • | 
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D (G) ~----------~P (G) 
FIG. 12. Commuting diagram for derivations, phrase structures, and rightmost 
derivations. 
Thus, from Theorems 4.13 and 4.17, D 1 ~ D2<>p(Dz)~p(D2) ,  and 
we have established that the diagram in Fig. 12 commutes. 
5. THE RELATION BETWEEN GENERATIVE GRAMMARS AND 
PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMARS 
There is a natural correspondence b tween the psg's and a subset of the gg's. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let G = (V, T, P, S) be a psg and G' = (V', T', P ' ,  S')  
be a gg. We say G is structural ly related to G' iff the map r: P -+ P '  defined 
by r (A  -+ fi/lz_v) = tzAv ~ ixBv is a surjection. 
Clearly for every psg a unique structurally related gg can be constructed, 
using the map r. The converse, however, is not true: given a gg, one or more 
structurally related psg's may exist, or there may be none at all. The following 
examples illustrate. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. G 1 and G2 are both structurally related to G: 
G: S- - , -  xx  GI: S -+ xx  G2: S---~ xx  
xx  --+ xxx  x ~ xx /x  E x -+ xx/x_~ 
X ---+ XPJ/~_X. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. The following gg has no structurally related psg, since 
there is no production in phrase structure form which r can map to the second 
production. 
S -+ AB 
AB --+ CDE.  
DEFINITION 5.2. Let D = (P l ,  ~h)(P2, ~72)"'" (P~,  ~7~): a ~ r be a 
derivation of a psg and let D'  = (P l ' ,  ~71')(P2', ~72') "'" (P , ' ,  % ' ) :  a' ~ r '  
be a derivation of a gg. D is structurally related to D'  iff all the following 
conditions hold: 
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(1) ~' = aandr '  = r, 
(2) ~i' = ~7~ fgr all i ~ n 
(3) Pi' = r(pi) for all i E n, where r is the map of Definition 5.1. 
It  is well known that if G and G' are structurally related then L(G) = L(G'). 
Equally well known is the fact that for every gg there is a psg (possibly type 0) 
defining the same language. However, the relationship between the syntactic 
structures of structurally related grammars is not so simple. The approach 
we take is through the relationship of their derivations. 
Clearly, given two structurally related grammars, each derivation in one has 
a structurally related derivation in the other. But it happens that the structural 
relationship does not always preserve structural equivalence. For some 
grammars, structurally equivalent derivations have structurally related 
derivations that are not themselves structurally equivalent. The next example 
illustrates. 
a 
(a) 
® 
b 
c d 
FIG. 13. Structures for Example 5.3. 
p(D~) =--p(D~) (b) p(D~) (c) s(Dl") (d) s(D(). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider grammars G and G~ of Example 5.1. All of the 
following derivations are for xxx ~ xxxx. D 1 (in G2) is structurally related to 
DI '  (in G), D~ (in G2) is structurally related to D2' (in G), and p(D1) ~ p(D2), 
but s(Dl') ~ s(Dl') as Fig. 13 shows. Also, both D1 and D3 (in G2) are 
structurally related to DI', but p(D1) ~ P(D3) as shown in Fig. 13. 
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D 1 (in G2) xxx 
X --+ XX/6_X  E XXXX 
X - -~ NX/X_~ XX XXXXX 
D 2 (in G2) xxx 
X ~ XN/X_E  X XXXX 
x ~ xx /~x ~ xxxxx  
D~ (in G2) xxx 
X -+ XX/E_X  E XXXX 
X --~ XX/~_X XX XXXXX 
D 1' (in G) xxx 
XX ----> XXX ~ XXXX 
XX --~ XXX XX XXXXX 
D 2' (in G) xxx 
XX --~ XXX X XXXX 
XX - -~ XXX ~ XXXXX 
However, if the map r of Definition 5.1 is one-to-one, then there is a sense 
in which generative structural equivalence refines phrase structure quivalence. 
In this case, the phrase structure derivations tructurally related to structurally 
equivalent generative derivations are also structurally equivalent. We prove 
this in the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a psg and let G' be its structurally related gg. Let 
the map r: P- -~ P '  of Definition 5.1 be a bijection. Let r: D(G) ---> D(G') be the 
map which assigns to each phrase structure derivation its structurally related 
generative derivation according to Definition 5.2. Then the extended r is a 
bijection and D 1 ~-~ 3 2 ~ r-l(D1) ~-~ r-l(D2). 
Proof. That the extended r is bijective follows from Definition 5.2 
and the fact that r is bijective, since A -+ fl/fz_v ~ P iff r(N -+ fl//z_v) 
ixAv -+ t,~v ~ P'.  The induction proof is straightforward. 
To show that D 1 ~,~ D2 ~ r-l(D1) ~-~ r-l(D2), let D1, D 2 ~ D(G') and let 
D 1 ~-~ D 2 . Then from Definition 2.1, ~ ,  ~ such that 
D 1 = (bhAlv 1 --~ k~zfilvl, n)Qz~A2v2 ~ iz2fi2v2, ~t~[31v~C): a => %
3 2 = (tz2A2v2 -+ t*~fl2v 2 , tz~lAlvl~}C~lAlvl -+ t~lfilvl, ~}: ~ ~ T. 
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Then setting 9 = vl~, we also have from Definition 2.1 that 
= ~llxiAiglz2A2v2~, r = ~/~I~i~2~2v2~, 
T-I(.D1) = (A  1 .--> ]~l / f f l _V l  , T ] ) (A  2 .-->. ~2/Ju,2_1,'2 , .f]fflJ~l~O): 0" :=>- T, 
r - l (D2)  = ( i  2 -+  ]3~//z2_v2 , "0/£1Al~o)<A1 -+ ]~l/ffl_Vl , ~]>: (7 :=>- T, 
so r-l(Dt) ~ r-l(D2). The general result follows from the definition of N 
in terms of ~-,~ (see Definitions 2.3 and 2.2). | 
To repeat he point, if r is a bijection, then if two phrase structure deriva- 
tions D 1 and D~ are structurally related to two generative derivations r(D1) 
and r(D2) , and if r(D1) and r(D2) have the same derivation structure, it 
follows that D 1 and D2 have the same phrase structure. On the other hand, 
D 1 and D 2 having the same phrase structure does not imply that r(D1) and 
r(D~) have the same derivation structure. Example 5.4 illustrates. 
® 
a 
b 
c 
Fie-. 14. Structures for Example 5.4. 
p(D1) =-- p(D2) =-- p(Da) (b) s(r(D1)) ~ s(r(D~)) (a) (c) Xr(O~)). 
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EXAMPLE 5.4. 
G: S --+ xAxAxAx 
A --+ B/x_x xAx -~ xBx. 
For the derivations below, all for xAxAxAx ~a xBxBxBx,  r(Di) 
related to Di,  for i ~ 3. also,p(D1) ~ p(D2) =-- p(Da) buts(r(D~)) 
G': S -+ xAxAxAx 
is structurally 
=-- s(r(D2) 
,(r(Da)  (see Fig. 14). 
D 1: xAxAxAx 
A --+ B/x_x e xBxAxAx 
A --* B/x_x xBxA xBxAxBx 
A -+ B/x_x xB xBxBxBx 
r(D1): xAxAxAx 
xAx ~ xBx E xBxAxAx 
xAx  ~ xBx xBxA xBxAxBx 
xAx ~ xBx xB xBxBxBx 
D~: xAxAxAx 
A ~ B /xx  xAxA xAxAxBx 
A --~ B/x_x ~ xBxAxBx 
A --~ B/x_x xB xBxBxBx 
r(D2): xAxAxAx 
xAx -+ xBx xAxA xAxAxBx 
xAx -+ xBx e xBxAxBx 
xAx -+ xBx xB xBxBxBx 
D3: xAxAxAx 
A --+ BB/x_x e xBxAxAx 
A --+ BB/x_x xB xBxBxAx 
A -+ BB/xx  xBxB xBxBxBx 
r(D3): xAxAxAx 
xAx  ~ xBx e xBxAxAx 
xAx  --~ xBx xB xBxBxAx 
xAx --+ xBx xBxB xBxBxBx.  
Benson (1971) has presented a theory of semantics for unrestricted gram- 
mars in the Tarski (1936) tradition. The meaning of a sentence is a function 
643/29/x-6 
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of its derivation. Benson discusses the question of semantic equivalence among 
derivations. Intuitively, two derivations are semantically equivalent iff they 
yield the same meaning under all possible interpretations. It is worth noting 
that derivation structures are the structures of Benson's emantic equivalence 
mod(~5) and phrase structures are the structures of Benson's semantic 
equivalence mod(3). 
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